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The impulse for this year's 
offering was born in my soul while 
attending The World Symposium on 
Humanity in Toronto, Canada, 1978. 
That 8 day event was, in itself, a 
lifetime .... and for me, a deep 
intuition was clarified. Hearing from 
Joseph Campbell that we have been 
creating the same symbols and stor
ies, across time and space, jelled in 
my soul a conscious understanding of 
the phrase so often voiced in religious 
and new age circles: "We Are One." 
These perceptions correspond 
identically with Jung's theory of the 
Collective Unconscious. There is a 
common core we all share, despite 
age, racial and cultural distinctions. 
This is actually revolutionary .... and 
our present social, cultural, global 
circumstances indicate an urgent 
need for broader understanding of 
these truths. 

Additionally, I believe that if we 
had ample visualizations of positive 
futures to provide inspiration, we 
would be powerfully inclined, drawn 
to create those conditions as our real
ities. The impulse would be irresistible. 

Was not everything manifest first 
an image, idea, word, *or a dream? 

Now, this is not to disallow "for 
the individual and /or humanity's 
dark side. The tensions of the opp
osites must be reconciled and con
tained within, by each of us. That, by 
now, is a given and there is no lack of 
evidence to substantiate the ongoing 
need for this work However, while 
!/ we go about attending to our 
projections, shadow, paradox and 
contradiction (what a job!) .. . I remain 
a steadfast and incorrigible optimist. 

This time in which we are living 
is different . There is no period of 
known history with which to com
pare what we are experiencing. There 
are few precedents and our dreams 
provide us with among the best 
roadmaps available for navigating 
this unfamiliar territory. I have been 
sustained by these knowings for over 
three decades, while often being 
subjected-and subjecting myself-to 
unspeakable pain, heartbreak, disa
ppointment and disillusionment. We 
are at a most auspicious threshold 
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and I am compelled to continue in 
this work, in the midst of adversity 
and taking yet always another risk, 
believing that broadcasting what is 
contained in this wonderful journal 
will seed new hope and assist us in 
this new-birthing process. 

While a vast majority of our 
media nurtures fear and violence, if 
properly utilized, it could be inspiring 
healing and positive imagery, posit
ive futures ... . the heaven on Earth we 
are meant to experience. 

Assimilate deeply, own, then 
share with others, the visions includ
ed in this issue. 

What if they were committed to 
film? Very possible, in this day of 
superlative technology: virtual real
ities, animation, holographic imagery, 
etc. What if a major TV network or 
movie studio were to replicate and 
make available to the public the im
agery of The New Earth, The Mountain, 
The New Wave? It would be a Releas
ing of Transformative EnergJJ into the 
Collective Consciousness, a treatise 
offered in this issue by Marcia Lauck (p.25). 

If well informed and carefully 
attended, the imagery from these 
visions, alone, could inspire hope and 
impetus toward right action on our 
part... in relation to one another and 
Gaia. And these constitute but a very 
few of the visionary gifts being given, 
consistently, to individuals from all 
walks of life, worldwide. There is un
doubtedly s~fficient soul-initiated 
material 'out there' to fuel sustained 
creative output for generations to come! 

Perhaps the story so synchronis
tically assembled over this past year ... 
the four 'chapters' of Dreaming 
Humanity's Path: Visions admonish
ing us to Protect the Children, timely 
Warnings, inspirational Guidance 
and visions Beyond the Veil, could 
become imagery made available, seen, 
by the general public. A tall order, 
you say? Yes ..... but it is very pos
sible. It is coming to light now that 
among the most effective healing 
agents we have available to us as 
individuals, are to be found in the 
power of symbols. The symbol acts 
on us, whether we 'get it' cognitively 
or not. This growing recognition, 
amplified, applies to the macrocosm, 
as well. Sensitively presented and 

carefully attended, it is very probable 
that we would be collectively 
motivated toward taking action to 
avoid the undesirable conditions 
portrayed in dreams of warning and 
to obey the strong impulse to co
create The New Earth (p.19). 

It is our deep desire to create this 
reality. Anyone with suggestions or 
connections who is inspired to 
participate .... please be in touch! 

In Whispers and Murmurs (p. 22), 
Russell Lockhart encourages us to 
continue sharing our big dreams, to 
re-learn the ritual of dream-initiated 
communities, where just sharing
not interpreting - the dreams, 
creates a field out of which soul is 
nurtured and reborn. While he 
correctly states that we presently 
have few models and are charged 
with the stimulating challenge of 
creating them, I encourage you to 
read - or re-read - The Kin of Ata 
Are Waiting For You by Dorothy 
Bryant. Here is inspiration! 

Special gratitude and acknow
ledgment to all of the dreamers and 
artists who were compelled to 
respond to our call for Visionary 
Dreams: Anjalice, Monique Avakian, 
Joan Bishop, Maude Cardwell, Jerry 
Collins, Sue Dean, Joann M. Everett, 
Frank Faulk, Honora Finklestein, 
Trisha A. Fallon-Clifford, Rose Gor
dy, Chris Hudson, Jan Janzen, Debo
rah Koff-Chapin, Ingrid Luke, Wini
fred Minolj Linda Moore-Sheppard, 
Teal Pastula, Ilona Richardson, Mary 
Saint-Marie, Scot Ryerson, Anne 
Sayre-Wiseman, Barbara Sholj Rose
mary Watts and Noreen Wessling. 
Please, if you contributed and are not 
acknowledged, inform ... . forgive. 
Again, deep appreciation to the 
individuals who have worked very 
closely with the project throughout 
the year: Bobbie Bowden, Ingrid 
Luke, Kelly Hunter, Russell Lockhart 
and Rosemary Watts. Your input and 
assistance is of inestimable value. 
How very, very fortunate we are to be 
allowed these glimpses into the 
sacred inner worlds of the coura
geous and generous individuals, 
willing to share themselves in this 
deeply personal way. 

*SHe said: "Let there be Light!" 
And There Is Light. Carry on! oo 



O.J.: 
Dream Time Reflections 

Where does the line between 
dreams and the waking world 
direct us? 

The bitter cold wind bites 
through my parka as I stand on 
the deck of the ship. Never 
before have I been so close to 
such a gigantic iceberg. It is so 
tall. My gaze starts at the 
meeting point of the water and 
the ice. It moves upward. The 
sheer surface of the ice is 
beautifully fragmented. The top 
is so .... WAIT A SECOND! 
What is that at the top? It looks 
like a court room scene. Oh, no, 
there is 0.].! In fact, everyone 
is there .... Judge Ito, Marcia 
Clark, Johnnie Cochran, etc. 
What in the world are they all 
doing up there at the top of this 
iceberg? 

The "Trial of the Century" is 
over. A jury of his peers found O.J. 
Simpson not guilty of the two mur
ders with which he was charged. 
As far as the law is concerned. O.J. 
is not criminally responsible for the 
deaths of Nicole Brown and Ronald 
Goldman. This, however, does not 
mean that the question of his guilt 
or innocence is settled in the hearts 
and minds of all Americans. Per
haps even more prevalent than the 
question of O.J.'s guilt are the ques
tions regarding deeper, social issues 
that have been raised throughout 
the course of the trial. 

About a week before the verdict 
came in I roamed around cyber
space (the Internet) placing requests 
for any dreams, comments, or 
opinions about O.J. Simpson and/ 

or his trial. After reviewing the 
responses, I find the comments and 
opinions indicate that people are 
concerned with how certain issues 
affected the trial and verdict. 
By far the most talked about 
issue was racism. 

Many of the comments came 
from individuals who feel that the 
LAPD, by tolerating racism within 
their ranks, opened the door to 
accusations that they framed O.J. 
because he is an African-American. 
These people are concerned that 
O.J. was acquitted because of the 
number of African-Americans on 
the jury. Voices are crying out from 
both sides of the black/white rift in 
this country. A lot of these people 
are expressing anger. But what 
happens after everyone has vented? 
Where do we go then? 

The trial of O.J. has the 
potential to be a catalyst for both 
social change and personal growth. 
The beginning of this process has 
been taking place from the opening 
of the whole O.J. saga. All over the 
country people have talked about 
the trial over breakfast, at work, at 
lunch, etc. In doing so they have 
been discussing their views on 
some of the most challenging issues 
of our time .... among them, racism. 
But that is only the beginning of the 
process. Just as, in a short time, O.J. 
Simpson will disappear from the 
front pages of the newspapers and 
the evening broadcasts of news, so 
too will the focus on these deeper 
issues be in danger of simply fading 
into the background. If change or 
growth are to occur, there must be 
action toward resolving the issues 
raised. 

Dreams. What do our dream
selves have to offer and how do 
these offerings differ from con
scious comments? The main diff
erence is in the area of a positive 
focus as opposed to a negative 
focus. The comments and opinions 
almost exclusively deal with per
ceived racism. Whereas, our dreams 
are filled with mysterious attempts 
at understanding the tragedy of the 
murders and wonderful symbols of 

reconciliation. 
In one dream, where the 

dreamer is at the murder scene, 
Nicole Brown had written some
thing on a wall in an attempt to 
identify O.J. as her killer. The wri
ting is obscured but the dreamer 
can still read it. The name is not O.J. 
Simpson. The writing on the wall 
reads: "lapis lazuli" (an azure, 
opaque, semiprecious stone). Could 
this reference to a stone described 
as azure (sky blue) and opaque 
(dull or dark) be an unconscious 
sum-up of the whole trial? The 
question of guilt or innocence is 
complicated enough to determine 
without bringing in all the influ
ences of racism and bigotry to 
cloud it any further. This same 
dream goes on to deal with the 
struggle to understand why this 
terrible crime occurred. 

· In another dream, O.J. Simpson 
is nominated for president on the 
democratic ticket. He is carried out 
of the convention on the shoulders 
of the delegates. Perhaps this dream 
speaks of O.J.'s murder trial be
coming the "Trial of the Century." 
With a little help from the media, 
O.J. Simpson and some of the key 
attorneys associated with his trial 
have become household names. 
This dream might, also, speak of the 
process of balancing power be
tween the races. I cannot help but 
think of the possibility of Colin 
Powell running for president. 

Another dreamer sent a couple 
of dreams dealing with O.J. and 
God. The theme throughout these 
dreams is O.J.'s innocence. In these 
dreams, the dreamer gives her 
support to O.J. in a time of need. 
Looking at this on a larger scale, I 
can see images of American people 
uniting and working toward heal
ing the wounds of racism rather 
than drawing lines and making 
fences. A very striking image from 
the last of these dreams is O.J. 
wearing a jumpsuit with "help me" 
written all over it. Again, taking 
this image to a larger scale, O.J. can 
be symbolic of the pain, anger and 
hurt of racism calling out to us! 
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In the dream, the dreamer hugs 
O.J. and comforts him. 

The few examples prov! -:!~d 

above illustrate some of the ways 
O.J. and his murder trial have 
appeared in our dreams. These 
dreams speak to us in the mystical 
language of symbols that transcend 
the individual and subjective view
points we may have. Born deep 
within the dreamer's psyche, the 
dream can bring unexpected solu
tions and spontaneous enlight
enment. When applied to a chosen 
problem or issue, such as the racism 
brought out by O.J.'s trial, dreams 
can be a most useful tool. Still, as 
asked earlier, where do we go now? 

Our comments have identified 
some deep social issues, foremost 
being racism. Our dreams seem to 
be urging us to recognize the pain 
and to move toward healing. How? 
By listening to our dreams, for they 
can often balance the sometimes 
hard and cynical judgments of our 
conscious minds. Of course, with
out action there will be no change 
or healing. We can all use this 
balanced perspective as a spring 
board to positive action. 

Christopher Hicks, Cadillac, Ml 

Death of an Amoeba 

The following dream occurred 
at a time when I was in the fangs of 
Weitschmerz .... depressing 
thoughts about the human con
dition. This was the only time in 
my adult life that I experienced 
anything close to a nightmare. 
It was totally nonverbal and is 
very difficult to describe in terms 
of human experience. 

I was floating in a toxic environ
ment, breathing with difficulty, with
out seeing or hearing, unable to com
prehend the nature of the danger or 

agent that caused my distress and my 
fear of dissolution. 

Could a single cell - an 
amoeba - suspended in a cosmos 
of hostile tissue or fluid have felt 
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this type of agony? 
Man basically understands (or 

believes to understand) the nature 
of his environment. He knows the 
dangers to which he is exposed and 
has some grasp of the means to 
avoid them, or at least most of 
them. What I experienced that night 
was the horror of existence without 
cognition. Not the feeling of mental 
derangement or disorientation but 
of a vaguely conscious element 
subjected to an environment that it 
can neither comprehend nor con
trol. Strangely, it was a combination 
of physical and moral despair and I 
was grateful when I awoke to write 
it down. To be able to do so, to ex
press myself, was in itself an im
mensely liberating experience. 

In the state I had just escaped, 
communication was not possible .... 
not even consciously desired. 

By writing it down, the former 
nightmare became a constructive 
experience. It moved me to add one 
more to the battery of blessings that 
tradition has bestowed on me: 
"Praised by the Eternal who has 
made me a human being." 

Marianne M. Kriman, Westfield, N] 

Reflections 
on Lucid Dreaming 

Although I've been a lucid 
dreamer since childhood, the thrill 
of becoming awake and aware 
within my dreams has never 
diminished. To explore and 
experiment with the endless 
possibilities encountered or 
conjured within the dreamscape is 
an exhilarating experience. But 
perhaps the most powerful gift that 
lucid dreaming has offered is the 
parallel understanding of freedom 
and potential available within the 
world of waking reality. The same 
skills which enable me to become 
aware within the dream, also 
encourage me to approach my 
waking dramas with increased self
reflection. 

In waking life, there are count
less opportunities to apply what 
I've learned specifically from lucid 
dreaming, particularly in the areas 
of creative decision-making and 
alternative thinking. By critically 
observing how things manifest 
while in the dream world, I have 
gained a sense of how my personal 
waking reality manifests according 
to my perception, attention, in
tentions and actions. This under
standing has led me to view the 
issue of "control" in regard to lucid 
dreaming as having more to do 
with investigating power within .... 
or cultivating mindfulness, than 
with power over ... . as in directing 
specific dream elements or char
acters. 

Practicing the art of considered 
emotional response within dream
ing can carry over into waking life. 
For example, when confronted with 
a challenging situation -and if 
I'm living lucidly at that moment
I can ask, "If this were a dream, 
what would I do?" It is an empow
ering feeling to realize that becom
ing emotionally swept into the 
drama of a current scenario is not 
the only option. If I'm able to step 
back for a reflective moment, I have 
a chance to reassess the situation 
more clearly and therefore to 
engage in mindful response as 
opposed to habitual reaction. 
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The Coins of Lucidity 

My first lucid dream 
occurred when I was in the second 
or third grade, 1969 or '70. I lived 
with my parents and my younger 
sister in the Minneapolis suburb of 
Golden Valley. I was sitting in the 
lunchroom of the Edward D. Neill 
Elementary School one do.y, eating my 
lunch out of a brown paper bag with 
my friend Steve Saltis. Without 
warning, I realized I was in a 
dream. 

I turned to Steve to tell hi!JI this 
news, convinced I was in for an · 
argument. Surprisingly, 
frustratingly, he responded only 
with indifference. I was dreaming, 
and he didn't care! I couldn 't 
believe his apathy. I stood up and 
left the lunchroom to wander the 
halls for a few minutes before the 
dream ended. 

Lucidity. Twenty-five years ago 
I wasn' t aware there was a word for 
this. At the time, there probably 
wasn't. I wasn't even aware this 
experience was unusual. Attempts 
to relate this dream to my family 
and friends met the same ignorance 
in waking that it had in the dream. 
Undaunted, I experienced many 
lucid dreams from that day for
ward, as I still do today. 

One of the most common 
dreams I had during my grade
school years was about finding old 
coins. I was an amateur coin col
lector. It was not uncommon then 
to find buffalo nickels and Mercury 
dimes in change. I saved every one. 
They weren't all that valuable but 
there was something special about 
them, something that a dead pres
ident didn't have. They were diff
erent. 

My interest in coins grew to an 
obsession. As do other daily events, 
coin collecting entered my dreams. 
But here it was different. When I 
found an old coin in a dream, I 
wanted to keep it. This urge was so 
strong that I became aware of the 
dream. I would clutch the coin very 
tightly and deliberately wake my-
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self up in an attempt to "exter
nalize" the coin. If other coins were 
visible, I would gather them up be
fore waking. Looking back now, 
I realize I was successful after all. 

The coin was never in my hand 
when I awoke, but the treasure was 
retrieved all the same. I just didn't 
realize it at the time. The treasure 
I brought with me to the waking 
world was the memory of the 
dream. I now believe this was how 
I developed my ability to recall my 
dreams, an ability I cherish. 

How many other people can 
relate dreams had when they were 
7 or 8 years old? Not very many. 

The best evidence comes from 
an unusual twist some of these 
dreams exhibited. When I found a 
coin, I would often check the date 
to see if it was a good year. A good 
example of what then occurred can 
be dated to 1971. 

I found one of the first new coins of 
that year in a dream. On closer 

examination, I saw the top half of the 
second "1 " was modified such that it 
resembled a "4. " I decided to keep the 
coin anyway. I would save it for three 
years, at which time it would become 

valuable. I held it in my hand 
and awoke. 

It's now "1974." The coin is 
more valuable than I ever imagined 
and I still have it. 

Paul Rydeen (pjrydeen@ktc.com) 

Comments on 
Dreaming Humanity's Path 

I write now to comment on 
Vol. 14 No. 3, received recently: 
SUPERB! There is no other word for 
it. Beautifully produced, outstand
ing artwork and contents that-
on the whole- I can relate to. 

Of course, the old man on the 
bench IS quite correct: Life IS a 
bunch of hints! It is the basis of 
James Redfield's The Celestine 
Prophecy and is presumed by 
archeologist Tom Lethbridge, as 
stated in the article The Master 
Dowser, where he affirms that he 

became convinced that there is 
meaning in human existence and 
that it is tied up with the concept of 
our personal evolution. Further, he 
believes that for some reason WE 
ARE BEING DRIVEN to evolve! 
Such is the whole thesis, if thesis 
there is, in what I find when inter
preting people's dreams from a 
spiritual cum mystical point of 
view. 

lana Miller's letter points out 
that she also feels that, " .... a seem
ingly external force is penetrating 
our society, culturally, sym
bolically ... " and she just touches on 
'the larger consciousness whose 
name is Mystery.' However, Joe 
Mason's letter (Meets Highest 
Expectations) comes much closer to 
the core of what I see as 'reality.' 
His comments, from The "Big 
Dreams" are clearly speaking of 
very great changes involving 
unity .... to "Are the Big Dreams of 
today telling us that the old myths 
are true and near to completion?" 
comes very close to what my 
readings find in so many of the 
dreams submitted to me by a 
variety of dreamers who do not 
know me nor know one another 
and hence, cannot be said to be 
influenced by my views. 

I do like the 'Wellspring' poem 
and all the dreams on pages 12 to 
25. They are all wonder-full in 
some way or other. 

The story of Koree and She-of
many-Names is much in line with 
Clarissa Pinkola Estes Women who 
run with the Wolves and Thumb
alina does show how the Higher 
Self will come through. 

Let There Be Dark took me back 
to the Masonic Ritual which pro
claims that "The sun rules the day 
and the moon governs the night," 
because one 'rules' by self-moti
vation. And lastly, Kathy Brown's 
Honor Thy Furniture hides deep 
wisdom under a light brush. 

Thank you for putting all this 
together so beautifully! 

Charles de Beers, 
Umtemtweni, South Africa 



Been With Dream Network 
from the Beginning 

I'm enclosing a check for 
renewal of my subscription for the 
Dream Network. I admire your doing 
a great job in publishing the journal. 
I remember when I was there when 
Bill Stimson founded and published 
it, and when Tom Cowan and Chris 
Hudson were involved. It was a 
struggle to keep it alive and I am 
proud of your efforts to keep it 
energized and successful. 

I'll keep in touch and will con
tinue to promote the Journal to my 
students. All warm wishes. 

Virginia Bagliore, Rockaway Point, NY 

Questions from a Dreamer 
in Prison 

Between my dreams and my 
waking moments, I seem to be liv
ing two lives. One conscious and 
one unconscious. I cannot recall a 
night within the last decade of my 
imprisonment that I did not exper
ience two to three dream episodes. 
As a prisoner for the last twelve 
years, having suffered inestimable 
deprivation, my unconscious 
(dream) realities have become 
much more desirable than my 
conscious (waking) realities. 
My dreams have varied in €;pisodes 
and seemingly in relationship to my 
intellectual and spiritual growth. 

When I was first imprisoned, 
I experienced a lot of anxiety and 
fear and coincidentally, my dreams 
were similarly filled. As I matured 
and evolved, my dreams have be
come more responsive to my needs, 
more positive, constructive and 
parallel to my conscious visions. 
Similarly, when I don't regularly 
engage in auto-eroticism to release 
my pent-up frustration, I exper
ience vivid dreams of intimacy. 
I feel as if my dreams are caring for 
me and attempting to protect me 
from the harsh realities of my 
existence in the hell on Earth 
called prison. 

Dreams supplement my life 
with an alternative, additional life. 
They have become an integral part 
of my day-to-night activities and no 
longer a mere ancillary occurrence 
to my life. When the abuse to my 
humanity by my oppressors be
comes intolerable and I am exhaust
ed and want to give up, my dreams 
that night are generally awe-inspir
ing, with me struggling against in
surmountable odds and prevailing. 

Occasionally, I enquire of my
self "Who is in charge?" Obviously, 
my dreams babysit and pacify me 
during my unconscious state .... 
like watching a videotape. 

It is as if I live in two dimen
sions and if I don't like one, I sim
ply visit the other. There have even 
been a few times when I didn't like 
my dream and was able to wake 
myself at will. I sense a bridge be
tween where I was and where I was 
able to travel. The power is mine to 
leave a dream-state and enter the 
waking state. 

Currently, I am focusing on 
learning how to incubate dreams 
to receive specific answers to quest
ions and information. 

Any suggestions? 

Achim Rodgers, P.I.N. #49983 

Will's Response 

I think the Responses column 
broke the record in the last issue, 
Vol. 14 No.3, not only in quantity 
but also in quality! I was intrigued 
by Iona Miller's mention of Virtual 
Therapy and tempted, after reading 
Judith Picone's letter about "lights 
at the end of a dream period" to 
put out an inquiry as to whether 
anyone but me has encountered 
regular appearances of silvery, 
chrome-like surfaces in highly 
lucid dreams. 

While I understand the need to 
print Linda Gaile's letter in 
response to the Pro Choice IS Pro 
Life poem, I don't think we have 
any business publishing anything 
on the abortion issue, unless it's in 

the context of a dream. 
Also, in response to your 

Editor's Note after Sally Gadan
horst's letter, asking whether we 
possess the level of sophistication, 
etc., to develop a clearinghouse for 
potentially precognitive dreams, 
my answer would be NO. My ex
perience with apparent precog
nition in dreams leads me to believe 
that dreams come first and fore
most for our own·edification and 
enlightenment. I believe it's similar 
to the Biblical admonition to re
move the log from your own eye 
before attempting to remove the 
splinter from the eye of another. 
Only when there are no pressing 
issues to be resolved in our own 
lives are our dreams likely to add
ress concerns about people or 
events outside of our sphere of 
influence. My concern with 
attempting to create such a clear
inghouse is that it can too easily 
encourage people to look outside 
themselves for meaning in their 
dreams. 

Will Phillips, Altamonte Springs, FL 

Offers Enthusiastic Support 

Thank you so very much for 
your contribution of back issues of 
the Dream Network to the Alexan
dria Dream Library project. You 
very generously included a 2nd set 
of the Journal and I appreciate that 
so very, very much. It was thrilling 
to see the set of Journals you have 
published all together! You have 
done and are doing a magnificent 
job and I enthusiastically support 
your endeavor through networking 
here at the Novato Center for 
Dreams. I'm very happy that you 
are at the helm of Dream Network 
and commend you highly. 

Thank you again, from my 
heart. ]ill Gregon;, Novato, CA 
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Dreaming Humanity's Path 
Part IV 
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The New Earth Page 19 
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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path .... 

The New Wave 
Part III: Third Wave 

Suddenly, In the Blink of an Eye .... 

Now a New Wave, the Third Wave, is swelling. 
This one has moved further to the West, much nearer 

the town and the crowd who remains, watching speechlessly. 
By this time we are mesmerized. 

It is ominously apparent that this Wave will exceed 
the two previous ones in power, height and potential 

for destruction! It builds to a height 
equivalent to a 20- 30 story structure. It will consume all in 

sight! Yet we remain, watching, in awe .... oblivious to danger. 
As this New Wave reaches its full glory and is about to break .... 

Suddenly- .1 upon the 
in one flash! Western-facing 
In the blink wall of which 
of an eye- : three 

It stands benevolent 
suspended. Beings, or 

A Rainbow Angels, appear. 
forms I These Beings 

about its outer j are as TALL as 
edges. . ~ the wall of the 

In another ~ Wave- and 
instant, stand with 
brilliant their arms 

flash, the Wave extended 
becomes a toward us, 
Tableau.. .. offering ... oo 

'Touch. 'DrawinJT 61:1 'Dehorafr. 'l(pf{-Cfr.apin (Parts I & II of this vision Vol. 14 No. 4/Dream Network 13 
appeared in Vols. !4 #1, 2 & 3) 



.... Dreaming Humanity's Path .... 

Creating Realities 
[believe that I can create my own reality. 

I sense the need to let people know that all they have to do is believe 

and then they can create their own reality 

and have·their desires fulfilled. 

14 Dream Network/Vol. 14 No.4 

I go down a path and speak 

to everyone I meet, 

telling them this truth. 

The need seems to center 

upon housing and hunger. 

All of a sudden, apartment 

buildings and supermarkets 

spring up. There is no longer a 

use for money. People just 

manifest what they want. After 

this occurs in my locality, people 

all over the world begin doing 

the same thing, as though it took 

only one person to believe in 

order to transform the world. oo 
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Kundalini: 
The Science of Love 

J am aware of many snakes pouring into the crown (of my head), 
representing Sky energy and I am aware of many snakes 

entering my feet, representing Earth energy. 
The "crown" snakes are traveling down and the 'feet" snakes 

are traveling up. Together, they all meet in my heart. 
At the moment they join, I am fully in the white light. 
I fully understand Divine Love. I understand I am that. 

I understand that All are that. 
I understand the science of Love and that this place in 

Consciousness of Being Love in form is not something we are 
growing or evolving into .... we all already are. oo 

;;Irt h11 .htl!ela fMarl( 
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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path .... 

The Mountain 
J am having an argument with someone I know. 

I don't recall what the argument is about but at one point, 
I walk away in frustration. I begin walking down a road. 

I am walking quickly, as though I'm in a rush to get somewhere. 
The odd thing about this road is that on each side of the road stand 

people I have known throughout my life. some are people from groups 
I have belonged to at one time or another: the Boy Scouts, the Young Socialists, 
jesus Freaks, etc: Others are friends I have known since a very young age. 

It has a kind of "This is Your Life" feel. 
I am distracted by their murmuring as I rush along the road. 

In order not to be distracted, I cover my ears and keep repeating, 
"I want jesus! I want sweet jesus!" 

My words begin to take on the quality of a mantra. 
I continue to repeat, "I want jesus," with mounting intensity. 

All of a sudden I come to the foot of a mountain. 

There is a stillness scramble up the mountain 
in the air. to discover the source 

It is a large mountain of the singing. 
and my eyes scan I reach the top 

its height. of the mountain 
Suddenly I hear the most and just as I peer over 

wonderful music into the valley below, 
coming from the my eyes are met with a 

mountain top. glorious burst of color 
I realize that I am from the valley. 

hearing angels singing There are a mass 
and begin a desperate of beings awaiting me. 

They are all smiling and waving at me and welcoming me home. 
I know them, but they are not from my waking life. 

· It also has a feel of a birthday party. 
The feeling I have at that moment is the feeling one might have 

if one had been searching desperately for their eyeglasses 
and then looked in the mirror and saw 

that they had been wearing their glasses all along. 
I could SEE! oo 
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.... Dreamin~ Humanity's Path .... 

The Planets Help 
One Another 

Ware going onto the Air Force Academy. 
As we round the corner after going underneath the 

railroad, we begin to see a display 
of every type of weaponry currently being used. 
It is as if there is a display set up for a General 
to view as he passes and overlooks the troops. 

The odd thing is thai we can see every minute detail about each weapon, 
as if it is being explained to us as we pass by. 

There is no physical way for this to happen but as we drive by, we see it all. 
It starts with the smallest weapon, each gun and knife available. 

Then it proceeds to bombs, tanks, airplanes, computer scanning 
and "locking-on" devices. The display is so technical 

that I cannot understand all the details or each image that I see. 
It ends with all the current space ships, 

weapons and scanning devices that they have created. 
We are in awe as we drive by this immense display. 

I feel some fear as to what all this weaponry portends for the earth's future. 
just then we round the corner leading to the high school. 
In between the mountains, so close I feel I can reach out 
and touch it, is the planet jupiter, huge and up close .... 

and the Greek personification of the planet Venus. 
Each planet radiates incredible energy and overwhelming love. 

They speak in harmony, explaining that the entity energy 
of the Earth has sent out a distress signal to other planets 

telling of the woes the humans have wrought. 
They have come to lend their energy and support 

to help heal the planet Earth. 
It's as if they are the guardian angels of our planet and are here now to lend 

their perspective and healing powers to help us. 
It is an awesome feeling! oo 
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.... Dreaminl! Humanitv's Path .... 

The New Earth 
This dream begins with a #blank page" 

and a Voice reciting from Isaiah the following words: 
''lind He shall judge among the nations 

and shall rebuke many people; 
and they shall bear their swords into plowshares 

and their spears into pruning hooks; 
nation shall not lift up sword among nation, 

neither shall they learn war anymore." (2:4) 
Immediately after this, I see myself standing on a platform 

which is suspended in space and which resembles 
the platform movie makers use to hoist the cameraman, 
so that he may film the scene from a #bird' s eye view." 

I am not alone on this platform. Leaning against its railing, 
a group of men and women are watching in awe the growing disk 

of a planet that comes rushing toward us from deep space. 
Most of these observers are professional people .... 

scientists and doctors and such .... 
and only a handful of us are ordinary folk. While we all watch, 
marveling from which section of space the new planet hails, 

the same Voice I heard reciting from Isaiah says, 
#It is Earth." 

And there it is, this New Earth, wrapped in layers and layers of 
white clouds. After the clouds part, the New Earth begins turning 

on its axis, its mountains gleaming in the sun .... 
its soil ready to be seeded. 

I feel good because I know the Earth is again 
as the Creator intends it to be. oo 
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Cities Of Crystal & Gold 
A Visualization 
©1995 by Barbara Shor 

"The little children of this generation 
have their crown chak.ras wide open 

so they will be able to reproduce 
God's golden blueprint beautifully . 

.-.9Ja ( ~ .. 'But, the children of the next generation 

~ • ~_,·., will be able to design themselves in an act of co-creation." 

My angels show up, bristling like a porcupine and ask, "Would you like to go to a 
where or a when?" No choice about going, only where or when? Typically, I answer, "To 
a when." And suddenly we are zipping out into a blank blackness, not outer space, more 
an interface frequency-perhaps a wormhole in time-in a whirl of wings. 

We're homing in on a planet far beneath us, green, green, green, some of the particular 
spots on Earth where the towns are placed-like a system of chakras in a planetary 
body. By working with the Earth forces/devas and imaging the structures they need, 
crystals will grow for them with spaces between the lattices to create buildings with 
living spaces-with a slightly irregular, home-grown charm. Some grow in single 
hexagonal spires-like apartment or office buildings; others grow in horizontal familial 
clumps as one-storied edifices. 

All the crystals grow with wide gold rutilations in geometrical designs very near the 
surface of the crystals-usually along the edges of the facets, outlining them. While this is 
quite beautiful, it also serves to focus the internal energies of the crystals along a specific 
axzs. 

As we continue our pole-to-pole journey, I can see that there are very few of these 
crystalline cities. I am told that the population of the Earth is very small now, only 
caretaker groups are needed to maintain the human portion of the planetary brain, to 
oversee the welfare of all the life forms of the planet, and to communicate with our own 
solar system and other, more distant star systems, such as the Pleiades, Andromeda, 
Alpha Centauri, etc. Although planetary and interplanetary forms of travel exist, they are 
very rarely used (usually only in emergencies) because the communications system is so 
good, and out-of-body and bi-locational travel capacities have become so finely developed, 
it is rarely necessary to leave one's home base. 

Earth has served its tutelary purpose. Its massive population has learned, and 
developed, and is now functioning on much higher frequencies, or has gone on to other 
developing planets to carry on the work of growth and transformation. Earth is now a 
pattern maker, a morphogenetic seeder, a self-organizing garden planet. 
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. Although we're still flying fairly high up, I keep 
] looking for the people, to see what they look like. But I 
·~ see none. In fact I see no moving life forms at all. just 
~ the greenness, the oceans, and occasionally, a city of 
~ crystal and gold. I feel the presence of people. I feel 
~ lines of transmission, communications-tied into the 
-~ golden lines of force within the buildings. But I see 
So only the forms of the kingdoms of minerals and plants. 
0 
~ I know they're there, but I cannot see them, and I 

r9 don't understand why. I want to land and look about, 
d but we're moving too fast, and the time I have to spend 
] on this journey is very brief It seems more important 

Q.! to get as much of an overview of this "when" as 1 possible than to see or learn the details. 
r9 All I learn as the scene begins to fade is that this is 
~ five millennia hence. Although it is very beautiful and 
~ peaceful-all the things we say we want-it makes me 
~ a little sad. Where are all the glories of our past history 

''J-0iere the '.Dreams 1?.9ost' OIJ Laramie S assevi«e 

-the tale humanity has to tell of its growth and being
ness? Where is all its creativity now? 

I am told that time has lost its meaning here. 
That all time is available, past, present, future, parallel, 
and curved. To see what was, you have only to envision 
a period and you are there. All the past is alive and well 
and continually functioning, as are the other time 
zones. For the past, you have only to wish yourself 
there, and you are there, fully able to see, touch, smell, 
hear, taste-although invisible because the frequency 
at which you function is faster than the time you are 
visiting. Some sort of interface frequency allows you 
to "dance" in tandem with the slower frequencies of the 
past or faster ones of future, etc., without doing harm 
to your own beingness or that of any other creature. 
Each human memory is a complete "museum" of the 
Earth's history and can produce it at will. Nothing has 
been lost, no storage room is needed, and interpretation 
is always fresh because the primary sources still exist. oo 



. Whispers and Murmurs: 
Perspectives on #Dreaming Humanity's Path" 

by Russell Arthur Lockhart, Ph.D 

"The true history of the spirit is not preserved in learned volumes 
but in the living psychic organism of every individual." 

-C. G. Jung C.W. 11,56 

I I. Psyche Speaks 
t is quite remarkable, because it is so rare, to see 

in public such a collection of unattributed, uncomment
ed, unexplained, unanalyzed, uninterpreted dreams as 
those on exhibit in the pages of Dream Network this past 
year. As your editor said in introducing this unusual 
gathering, she wanted "psyche to speak for itself" in 
response to the journal's research calling for "dreams 
which belong to the larger community." This simple 
appeal reaped a rich and varied bounty. 

Yes, psyche has spoken! But to whom? To what end? 
Do not expect me to answer these questions by 

interpreting or analyzing the dreams in this exhibition. 
That would violate the spirit with which they were 
gathered. Instead, imagine we had been viewing these 
dreams in silence and began speaking with one another. 
A conversation. For some reason, in the face of these 
dreams, I want to speak in whispers, though these 
dreams stir strong passions in me. Of course, my 
murmurings on these pages are rather one sided. 
So I'll just set off and see what .comes. 

II. Dreams as Gift & Voice of Source 
What has been gathered together in this harvest 

called "Dreaming Humanity's Path," this dream gallery 
of psyche's speech? First, we find dreams experienced as 
gifts given to an audience of one (the dreamer) arriving 
unbidden, seemingly from some dimension beyond the 
personal and gifted again to a larger audience .... we, the 
community of the journal's readers. As the word itself 
reveals (com-, "together"; munnus, "gift"), it is precisely 
this circulation of gifts, this "gifting together" that iden
tifies the essential nature of any genuine community. 
In some quiet time you might want to ponder how to 
keep such gifts circulating. . 

Second, we find dreams experienced as big dreams, 
dreams of strikingly numinous intensity, the dreamer 
impelled to share the dream with another, as if follow
ing some ancient imperative ... . perhaps even one of 
evolutionary significance: 
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uThis dream is not yours alone; 
it belongs to others as well. Tell it!" 

Surely one intention of such dreams and their telling is 
to stir us to wakefulness, to choicefull participation in 
the making of our future. 

Third, the dreamer of the big dream experiences a 
strangely palpable contact with "the source" of that 
dream, and in gifting the dream to others, this sense of 
contact and thus potential community with "the source" 
is enlarged. All readers and hearers cif the big dream 
may become directly or subliminally more related to 
"the source" of such dreams. I'll leave it to the reader to 
imagine the social and political consequences of this. 

Fourth, this "source" is not experienced as personal 
or individual. One feels a bit shy even at saying "my" 
dream. Rather, there is a sense of something "sent," as if 
by courier, a meaning-filled message from underneath 
or beyond the personal. There is as well a definite feeling 
that it is this "rhizomic" dimension in which we all may 
be connected in some mysterious and unfathomable 
way. We can't say much about this "source" with any 
assurance. And while there are many names for this 
source, I will refer to it here simply as the mythic realm. 
I think the reason why such dreams are sensed by the 
dreamer as having immediate significance, not only to 
the dreamer but to everyone, is because such dreams are 
intimations of myths in formation, myths that will 
underlie the fabric of all that we are and all that we do, 
and all that we will become. Such dreams are not just 
recyclings of old myths or retellings in new clothes, but 
new myths that will be the structure and dynamics 
of our future. 

The dreams collected here might be titled more 
accurately, ''Dreaming Humanity's Path§." for it is surely 
more meaningful to think not of one fixed future, but of 
many possible futures. What our conscious role in such 
futures might be, what determinant role our choices 
might have, could be informed by big dreams in a way 
that we have scarcely allowed ourselves to imagine. 



III. Dreams & Community 
The reason why interpretation fails big dreams is 

that interpretation tends toward understanding even big 
dreams only in terms of what already is known, while 
the big dream is speaking, as Jung said, in terms that are 
not yet fully known. The big dream cannot be fully 
netted by interpretive approaches because it speaks in a 
language (or languages) not yet fully known. In this 
sense, we must always be students of the big dream, 
trying always to learn the language of the mythic realm, 
to learn psyche's speech. 

In earlier times, when communities were truly local, 
such dreams were conveyed to "the elders" and if 
judged to be big dreams, they were then conveyed to all 
members of the community. This way with the dream 
played a crucial role in engendering the fabric of 
community life because such dreams became the source 
of and foundation for the myths of the people. In the 
present time, this natural sense of sharing the big dream 
with others is so rare we have very nearly lost all sense 
of the crucial importance of this. We no longer even have 
rituals for doing so. We need to relearn this art. 

In the contemporary world, how do such dreams 
find their way into community? What and when does 
the larger community ever hear of such dreams? 
Where in the world do we hear these messages from the 
mythic realm in a collective sense? I hear nothing of this 
on the TV talk shows. I see nothing in the newspapers. 
I do not hear our "elders" or world leaders telling us of 
big dreams. 

This is where Dream Network is doing important 
work and where the dream sharing groups and 
communities have their ultimate significance. We have 
no larger forums for hearing our big dreams. In Psyche 
Speaks. I wrote, " .... to have psyche's speech heard 
only in consulting rooms will not suffice in the time to 
come; psyche's voice must be heard in the world, enact
ed and incarnated in the world." 

How I would love to see a journal, a TV program, 
a radio show, even a web site in which only the dream 
text itself is presented, a cultural repository for big 
dreams. Seeing these dreams in the pages of Dream 
Network is like a seedling for such possibilities. We need 
places to hear big dreams. As a community we can 
contribute to this need by continuing to send in our big 
dreams to Dream Network. Something will come of this! 

IV. Alterity, Fate & Dream's Desire 
W e can't say much about "the source" except to 

emphasize its strong sense of alterity, its otherness. It is 
this alterity that the big dream brings to our awareness 
and, I believe, stirs a yearning, a deep desire, an eros. 
Part of this is reflected as noted above in the impulse to 
share the dream with others. But telling others, as deeply 
satisfying as this is, is not sufficient. Something else is at 
work on us in relation to the big dream. A hint as to 
what this might be was offered to me in a dream several 
years ago. 

In it, I found written on a slip of paper, poem like: 

A dream wants a dream 
A poem wants a poem 

As much as I enjoy interpreting dreams, teaching 
others to learn and exercise the craft of interpretation, 
and even as an analyst getting paid for it, I know that 
interpretation is not the desire of the dream. The dream 
wants a dream! So, now I imagine that the purpose of the 
"small" dream is to make us conscious and more 
complete (that is through resolving complexes, 
integrating the shadow, developing our human 
relatedness), essential, crucial and necessary tasks. 

And the purpose of the big dream? It's purpose is 
twofold: 

(1) to engender community through the medium of 
telling the dream, that is, dream calling to dream, the 
dream of one desiring the dream of the other, and 

(2) to create a sense of task, the sense of what the 
dreamer is for in this life, and from that, for the dreamer 
to bring the manifestation of that to some realization in 
actual life and therefore into the reality that is the world. 

Perhaps this sense of human community may 
become realized in the Aquarian age, the age of the 
water bearer. This is an image of each one of us in some 
unique contact with "the source" and from that contact 
bringing something back to the larger community. Part 
of that "bringing back" is the dream itself and part of our 
contribution to the weaving of the threads of community 
is to tell our big dreams to one another. In this way, the 
"otherness" in the big dream is able to call forth the 
"otherness" in others through engendering dreams 
in others. 

The dream wants a dream. But our task is not 
complete by telling only. The big dream always imposes 
some task on the dreamer. That task has a great deal to 
do with whatever we mean by "fate." It is the work of 
the dreamer to bring into presently lived life some 
manifestation of the big dream. That manifestation, too, 
will likely be shared and will constitute, through its gift
like circulation, a vitalizing presence in the world. 

V. Dream-Formed Communities 
K.lee said he didn't want to give talks about art 

because people would listen with their ears and not their 
hands. And if one were to listen with one's hands? Of 
course! Listening hands would be painting hands! A 
painting wants a painting! That's why Beaudelaire said 
the only proper criticism of a work of art is a work of art. 
Art wants art! This desire is not ego's desire but the 
desire of the "other" in us for connection to " the other" 
in our fellow beings. It is out of this connection (deep 
psyche to deep psyche) that there could arise a basis for 
community that would be generative and give birth and 
manifestation to the deepest intentionality of the psyche. 
This is what I see as the ultimate significance of sharing 
big dreams: a dream-formed community. This is not a 
picture of only single, isolated individuals individuaiing 
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apart from the world. 
The purpose of individuation 

cannot be isolation. Rather, tl,c 
purpose of individuation must be for 
an individual to develop sufficiently 
to hear the "deep song" of the · 
psyche, to bring into the world what 
is experienced there, and to pour this 
into the living history of humanity. 
This in turn will call to the deep 
psyche in others and stimulate this 
self-same process. It is the iteration 
of this process across individuals 
that is the promise of the post
modern spirit. The intent is not 
narrow, narcissistic individualism, 
but to so engage individual devel
opment so that the common pool 
becomes a rich resource for the 
nourishment and growth of. each 
and everyone. As Jung saw, 
"individuation gathers the world 
to itself." 

VI. Forming the Vessel 

A newspaper published recent
ly a story of two women artists who 
decided to correspond only in 
painting. So, one woman sent a 
painting to the other. After living 
and being with that painting for a 
time, that woman painted her 
response and sent it off. Back and 
forth, paintings only. Twenty of 
these paintings are now on exhibit in 
a gallery. Very instructive! For 
anyone drawn to dream sharing, 
corresponding in dreams Gust the 
dreams, not the interpretation!) may 
open up many new and unexplored 
possibilities. As a community we 
might try just this and see what 
happens. Or, in your dream sharing 
groups try this. Sit for a time in 
silence and bring to mind dreams or 
visions that had a powerful impact 
on you. When you feel ready, simply 
speak out an image from such a 
dream. Others will do the same. 
Round and round, speaking out only 
images from dreams, no comment, 
no interpretation, no explanation. 
Telling images without the appar
atus of explanation engenders a 
powerful field effect in the group, a 
palpable dimensionality that begins 
to generate an enormous eros. One 
gets the impression of a vessel of 
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information, a place of potential 
incarnation of something beyond the 
personal aspects of the dreamers in 
the circle. The potential of this is 
unexplored. And waiting. 

What is certain, however, is that 
working on the group's aspirations, 
difficulties, troubles, issues, or other 
concerns following such an exper
ience, is remarkable. We don't 
generally seem to have much faith in 
the idea that the · dream (like a story, 
like art of any sort) can engender its 
effects all by itself. We seem addict
ed to the idea that for the dream to 
have its effect it must be interpreted 
and explained. 

This would be like insisting that 
a poem always be published with its 
explanation, a painting always view
ed along side its critique. That is 
nonsense. The whole point of the 
poem, art, and yes, the dream too, is 
to "get through," to achieve some 
conception in the psyche of its aud
ience. It is what happens next that is 
crucial, not what we say about it, but 
what it engenders in us as response 
from our own depth. A dream wants 
a dream. A poem wants a poem. This 
nexus of relationship: dream to 
dream, poem to poem, painting to 
painting, is largely unexplored 
territory. What did you dream in 
response to those "naked" dreams 
in the pages of Dream Network? 

It's something like the above 
that leads me to imagine a future in 
which the dream once again takeS on 
a value and role even in the centers 
of power. Is such a thing possible? 
As I watch the leaders of the world 
gathered together in a truly extrao
rdinary way at Yitzhak Rabin's 
funeral, how I would love for them 
to sit circled with one another and 
with nothing else as agenda, simply 
tell the images from their dreams, 
round and round, until they feel that 
dimensionality of alterity. Such 
experience could become a basis for 
experiencing what "the source" has 
to say about what needs to be 
manifested in the future. In this, they 
and others would discover that the 
basis of their rejection of "the other" 
in human form, is a result of not 
genuinely experiencing "the other" 

in mythic form. All true experience 
of the mythic dimension generates 
an eros of inclusiveness. The failure 
of this generates the power of ex
clusiveness and becomes the secret 
source of the ubiquity and power of 
prejudice. 

VII. Dream as Subversive 
In these times there is, on 

occasion, a yearning for something 
that truly punctures our conscious
ness, something that breaks through 
the increasingly addictive fog of 
image-driven consumerist miasma. 
Occasionally, world events (atro
cities, assassinations, natural calam
ities), often times local events (kill
ings close to home, the rage at 
horrific secrets revealed), sometimes 
personal experiences (a sudden loss, 
a reversal, a tragedy) break through 
this fog. Still, so much of this is now 
mediated by media, rather than 
direct experience, that its shock 
value, its potential of penetration, is 
lessening remarkably in our lifetime. 
It's as if we could arrive very shortly, 
perhaps more shortly than we care to 
imagine, at having TV cameras 
showing us bodies being delivered 
to the ovens, or the killing fields, 
while we sit silently couched to 
inaction, hungering for the next 
scene. When reality becomes enter
tainment what then? 

Today, we are double yoked to 
insatiable work and endless enter
tainment. Underlying all of this is 
the commodification of desire. This 
is what is whipping us along. I 
continue to believe that the last 
holdout to this process, that which 
will retain the power to puncture our 
increasing insensibility, will be the 
dream. I continue to believe that the 
dream will be the last resistance to 
the devouring dynamics of money. 
And because of this, we may be 
edging close to a time when it will be 
a crime to dream and there will be 
every effort made to control this 
uncontrollable access to a source 
beyond the world of power. The 
dream is always subversive of the 
status quo, particularly the big 
dream. The dream will always be 
outlaw, always alien. At some point, 

(Continued on page 43) 



Dream time 
& Natural Phenomena: 

0 
The release of transformative energyo 

into collective consciousness 
· by Marcia S. Lauck 

It was at the end of four years of focused 
inner work in the early '70's, that my dreaming and 
waking realities began a synergistic merging. In each 
night's dreaming, I would find my consciousness 
accelerating, systematically propelling me into realms 
of the dreamtime far distant from my usual experience. 
It was an exhilarating time of exploration, discovery, 
and-what I came to understand- remembrance of a 
primordial wisdom. I had entered a story whose bread
th and depth far exceeded any I had encountered in my 
waking hours; a story that was not bounded by the 
laws of time or space as we experience them out here. 
Rather, I discovered, as Thoreau once said: 
"Our truest life is when we are in dreams awake." 

In the dreaming of those early years, I was 
intensely focused on learning how to navigate through 
and merge with what I experienced as vast fields of 
consciousness, and how to mediate multiple frequen
cies and sectors of consciousness with waking reality. 
Lying down to sleep initiated journeys in which I was 
wholly awake, but no longer focused in the bands of 
consciousness associated with our exterior world. My 
waking life naturally assumed a different role in this 
light. It was no longer my only reality, but instead, a 
single strand, enriched, guided by, and woven within a 
dream of indescribable magnitude. The story revealed 
in this great dream was that our deepest lives-human
ity's, the Earth's and all the many other nations of 
consciousness who inhabit this planet-are part of a 
greater covenant. And yet most people have forgotten 
the part they play. Without the awareness of these 
interior realms-without the keys to the universal 
pattern-language encoded within the multiple folds of 
all realities- humanity's dominant focus on our wak
ing existence will not be enough; and neither we, nor 
the Earth, will be able to unfold the fullest potentials 
of this greater dream. 

Ecotheologian Thomas Berry, in The Dream of 
the Earth, says it this way: 

"If the way of Western civilization and 
Western religion was once the way of election 
and differentiation from others and from the 
Earth, the way now is the way of intimate 
communion with the larger human community 
and with the universe itself .... What is needed 
is the completion of the story of the physical 
dimensions of the universe by an account of 
the numinous and psychic dimensions of the 
universe ... . What we need, what we are 
ultimately groping toward, is the sensitivity 
required to understand and respond to the 
psychic energies deep in the very structure of 
reality itself." 

Carl Jung called this process of reconnecting to 
the collective unconscious and to the Self .... individ
uation, equating it with the unfolding of supreme 
consciousness. Yet as I found my bearings in this new 
territory, it was with a scope of awareness and vision 
that left behind most of Western culture's maps. My 
identity was no longer focused in my physical body 
and personality with occasional forays into trans
cendent states. Rather, I inhabited the many aspects 
and names and tasks of a larger identity emerging from 
timeless realms and unfolding through the great dream 
at the heart of life. The dilemma I faced was how to 
thread what was so vast through the eye of the needle, 
through the windy gap where the inner and outer 
worlds meet, in ways and forms that would maintain 
balance in the waking world. I knew enough to trust 
that the inner events of the story-- appropriate to the 
tasks of my life and to the needs of the planet --would, 
at the right time, gather enough energy to cross the 
threshold and manifest in the waking world. 
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The beginnings of a patt
ern of such inner and outer cross
ings between myself and a circle of 
Native American elders took place 
shortly thereafter. " We're watch
ing your work," they said. "We'll be 
in contact if anything further is to 
develop." Nine months later they 
returned, saying that they would 
build a bridge between us that the 
deep truths and knowledge that 
shaped their cultures could travel 
across. From that first of many 
meetings in the dreamtime and later 
in the waking world, our roads con
verged. I became known as a Uni
versal Dreamer- one who spins 
the great medicine wheels of the 
Dream into the web of time. 

In a dream in the late 70's, 
I was given a ring-a circle of know
ledge concerning the elemental en
ergies of the planet. Since then, in 
the dreamtime, I sometimes find 
myself working with energy fields 
that precipitate various weather 
patterns, earthquakes and other 
such natural phenomena. In some 
dreams, I may call up the winds to 
clear the collective consciousness of 
a particular geographical location, 
and in waking time, that area will 
experience high winds and storms. 

My first occasion to work 
with the energies associated with 
earthquakes was in 1984. During the 
night's dreaming, I had been deeply 
focused on bringing the racial con
sciousness into alignment with as
yet-dormant patterns of evolution 
coded in the body of the Earth. At 
the precise moment energies began 
coursing through the new union, 
a resounding affirmation from the 
Earth rocketed through all dimen
sions of the dream, and an earth
quake began in the outer world. 
Other earthquake/ world psyche 
alignments have occurred in the 
following years, and they all tend 
to follow a similar pattern. 

In other dreams, I've work
ed with the vortex patterns in the 
Four Corners area. As sluggish or 
blocked Earth meridians were clean
sed, simultaneous transmissions 
would ripple through the collective 
dreamtime, alerting humanity to the 
changing weather patterns sweep
me: the Earth. 
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In all such dreams, I work as 
an engineer of inner space, crafting 
those structures which permit the 
unfolding of the great dream into the 
field of time and space. But whatever 
the outworkings, in those moments 
of intimate communion with the 
Earth, I have never experienced the 
storms, volcanoes, earthquakes, or 
other natural phenomena as punitive 
or angry manifestations. They seem 
to be an intrinsic part of the birth 
process for a new evolutionary phase 
for human beings and for the planet. 
Despite the apparent outer upheaval 
and destruction, these phenomena 
are agents of a planetary, alchemical 
process which releases highly creat
ive and transformative energies into 
the collective experience. 

For more than a decade of 
dreaming, I had no access to a body 
of knowledge within my own cul
ture that described or related to this 
work. Given its esoteric nature, this 
kind of knowledge was rarely 
written down. More ·often it was 
committed to memory and only 
passed on through apprenticeship, 
through dreaming or with the 
transference of a medicine bundle. 
In more recent years, however, 
I've located references to such 
dreamwork that I think are worth 
sharing. 

In a book published by the 
Navajo Community College Press 
entitled: The Sacred: Ways of Know
ledge. Sources of Life, the authors 
state: 

"In every Native American 
tribe in North America, there are 
specialists who go by various names 
depending on their functions or how 
people have tried to name them in 
nontribal languages-Priests, med
icine men, caciques, singers, and 
shamans. These individuals are re
sponsible for specialized, perhaps 
secret knowledge. They help pass 
knowledge and sacred practices 
from generation to generation, stor
ing what they know in their memories. 

These specialists have 
learned what they know by 
experimenting with forces in 
nature ... 

Among the Navajos there 
are ... those who know one or more 
healing ceremonies. These ' singers' 
or medicine men know the names of 
the elements in their particular 
specialty chant. For example, the 
singer of the Mountain Chant knows 
the names of animals who live in the 
mountains (particularly the bear) 
and can speak their languages. The 
singer of the Windway can call a 
tornado any time-he knows the 
language of the winds." 

Dhyani Ywahoo, Cherokee 
lineage keeper, wrote in her book 
Voices of Our Ancestors, that: 

"As there exist in the 
human body meridians, 
pathways of energy, the 
energy ley lines of the Earth 
are interactive with those of 
living beings. Prayer is the 
most powerful thing. I have 
seen old men, old women, 
create and stop tornadoes, 
make the ground shake or 
stop, bring rain." 

Just as Carl Jung formulated 
that the quadrated circle was one of 
the main archetypes of the Self, in 
the Native American cultures, the 
powers of Four-four directions, 
four seasons, four races, four com
partments to the human heart, and 
the image of the medicine wheel 
with its four cardinal directions
have long been considered the 
ordering functions of both individ
ual development and tribal society. 
When these four-fold boundaries 
are honored and the balance is 
maintained, things have a way of 
staying together and maintaining 
their integrity. Dreams and vision
ary experiences-paths of seeking 
knowledge and power by pilgrim
ages outside the more familiar 
boundaries of the natural world
were acknowledged as travels into 
the sacred realms. The mapping of 
these realms, which were also quad
rated circles of knowledge but of a 
more expanded pattern, concerned 
how the order and structure of the 
world of sacred powers could be 
used to guide and serve the culture. 
Even today, these experiences con-



tinue to provide essential guidance 
for the ongoing life and health of 
tribal society. 

Dr. Evans-Wentz, best 
known for his translation of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, spent the 
last years of his life studying the 
Native American cultures indigen
ous to Southern California. In his 
last book, Cuchama and Sacred 
Mountains, he wrote: 

"Knowledge is not a 
thing to be learned, the 
Mohave declare, but to be 
acquired by each man 
according to his dreams. The 
direct basis of all religion
tradition, ritual song, and 
shamanistic power-is 
individual dreaming ... " 

In the years I have worked 
with individuals and collectives 
engaged in the alchemical process, 
I have come to appreciate that . 
dreamwork represents one of the 
clearest and most stable fields to 
approach the deep psyche-not 
only of the individual, but also 
of the planet. As Jung said, dreams 
"show the inner truth and reality of 
the individual as it really is." They 
faithfully lay out the inner landscape 
of the unconscious process. We can' t 
control this field, but we can learn 
from it. When the psyche is ordered 
within the quadrated circle-the 
archetype of wholeness-visionary 
dreams emerge. 

Jung referred to these 
dreams which rise from the deeper 
layers of the collective unconscious 
as "big" dreams. Sir Laurens Van der 
Post, a friend of Jung's, was referring 
to such dreams in A Mantis Carol 
when he wrote: 

"Everywhere at all times, in 
all cultures and races of 
which we have record, when 
the greatest meaning, the 
highest value of life 
humanity called their gods or 
God, needed renewal and 
increase through life on 
Earth, it began the process 
through a dream ... " 

So how does this weave 
together? Through much of Jung's 
work, our Western culture is be
ginning to map the regions of the 
Archetypal Self and the collective 
unconscious. It seems to me that, to 
illuminate the map, we're trying to 
identify what structures of the 
psyche bridge the implicate and 
explicate orders. Hopefully, our 
explorations will lead to the under
standing that these inner and outer 
realities are interpenetrating spheres 
within the circle of the great dream 
of the Earth. As Thomas Berry said, 
we need an account of the psychic 
and spiritual dimension of these 
events if we are to fully understand 
our purposes for inhabiting this 
planet. 

"More than any other of 
the human types concerned 
with the sacred, the shaman
ic personality journeys into 
the far regions of the cosmic 
mystery and brings back the 
vision and the power needed 
by the human community at 
the most elementary level. ... 
This shamanic insight is es
pecially important just now 
when history is being made 
not primarily within nations 
or between nations, but 
between humans and the 
Earth, with all its living 
creatures." 

As one undertakes the pro
cess of individuation, one's life tasks 
become evident. When the psyche is 
quadrated, it naturally links with a 
universal pattern-language-not 
only the more familiar cross-cultural 
symbols and myths shared among 
human beings but, perhaps more 
importantly, with the next furthest 
four-fold circle of consciousness. 
Here, this pattern-language evolves 
into a dynamic communication, a 
communion, shared by all beings 
who inhabit this planet, and by the 
planet Herself. When we are opened 
to circles of dreaming expanded 
beyond personal spheres, we become 
aware of our participation in the 
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collective dream and of our collab
oration with all other beings and 
lifeforrns engaged with the Earth's 
story. Together, we explore the 
course of our evolution as a species 
and as a planet. Where much of 
Western thought would be reluctant 
to draw causal relationships between 
the Dreamtime and waking reality, 
the indigenous cultures guided their 
lives by such knowledge. 

As we undertake this work 
and evolve sacred ritual, dance and 
song from those labors, we are 
engaging in a process that heals the 
individual and clears the channels 
within the body. This permits the 
body to resonate with the land-the 
body and soul of the Earth-and 
with the Great Dream that sings 
through all the worlds. Just as there 
is a unique task for each individual 
to unfold through the process of 
individuation, there is also a trans
species, planetary task that must 
engage all of us desiring to remain 
part of this world's story. It is the 
latter task-one that I believe is acc
essible to all human beings-which 
has occupied my work in the 
dreamtime for the past 20 years. 

Sandoval, the Navajo med
icine man, made a simple statement 
about the importance of order in the 
tribal world, which not only applies 
to the Navajos but to most tribal 
people in North America. He said: 

"There was a plan 
from the stars down .... " 

All life participates in this 
great dream, and if we learn to open 
our dream eyes beyond the sphere of 
our personal dilemmas, we will 
remember that universal pattern
language that allows us to converse 
with all forms and manner of 
creation. On inner levels, the story is 
always being told. All collectives 
dream: even as we read these pages 
we are dreaming together. What 
wants to be born from us-from this 
chalice of human consciousness? Let 
us dream. 

The Earth has need of us. co 
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Dreams 
as Exceptional 
Human Experiences 

Transcript of a talk given 
by Montague Ullman, M.D. 

Dreams are ordinary only in the 
sense that everyone has them. What makes 
them extraordinary and qualifies them as 
exceptional human experience are the gifts 
they bring to our lives if we learn how to 
receive them. I'd like to share with you the 
way I think about dreams and their 
importance, and then, suggest answers to 
three questions. What is ordinary about 
our dreams? That's an easy question. 
Two, what is extraordinary? That's not so 
easy. Three, what defines dreams as 
exceptional human experiences? That's 
the one I think I'd like to explore with you. 

Let me share with you my ideas about 
dreams, which are not necessarily the 
prevailing ideas about dreams, because 
they are outside of the orthodox psy
choanalytic tradition. Dreaming and the 
dream refer to two different, though closely related, events. 
Dreaming is an intrinsic part of the sleep cycle that recurs 
every 90 minutes during the night and is associated with 
distinct psychological changes that signify a state of arousal 
of the organism. The dream, in contrast to dreaming, is a 
remembrance in an awake state of whatever it is that we can 
bring back from the previous night's dreaming experience. 
These two modes of consciousness resort to two different 
languages to say different things about the same organism. 
To understand the dream, we must begin with an 
understanding of the way the two languages differ and what 
it is we're saying when we speak the language of the dream. 
Our two languages appear to have evolved as a way of 
speaking to each other. 

Let me begin with waking language. Waking language 
appears to have evolved as a way of speaking to each other 
about the world and the way we experience ourselves in the 
world. The world is broken down into manageable and 
agreed upon categories, which can then be communicated 
through a structured grammar and which can convey in a 
logical manner how our experiences are organized in space 
and time. Language is a way of categorizing reality so as to 
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be able to talk about our experiences. It's actually a deeply 
rooted way of making reality more discrete than it really is. 

But our needs go beyond what can be transmitted in this 
fashion through language. We seem to need a more direct 
way to encounter and express the impact upon us of the 
world we live in. We need a more effective language for the 
expression of feelings. In waking life, to accomplish this, we 
resort to the language of the arts, the language of music, the 
language of poetry. While asleep and dreaming, a pictorial 
figurative sensory language takes over and reflects our 
feeling states. The dream language has more in common 
with the language of the poet than the language of the 
scientist. Both the poet and the dreamer rely on metaphor for 
its expressive effect. There are, however, at least three 
significant differences in the way that the poet and the 

dreamer use metaphor. The poet re
arranges words to create the metaphorical 
quality, or the words that best convey the 
feeling that he or she wishes to com
munjcate to others. The dreamer shapes 
images and pictures into metaphorical 
statements. The poet addresses an 
audience outside himself or herself. The 
dream is a private message to oneself. 
Finally, writing poetry is a task of greater 
or lesser difficulty. 

.1'/We seem to need a 
more direct way to 

encounter and express 
the impact upon us of 
the world we live in. 

We need a more effective language 
for the expression of feelings. 

In waking life, to accomplish this, 
we resort to the language of the 
arts, the language of music, the 

language of poetry. While asleep 
and dreaming, a pictorial 

figurative sensory language takes 
over and reflects our feeling 

states. The dream language has 
more in common with the 

language of the poet than the 
language of the scientist." 



Dreaming and the creation of these visual metaphors 
that happen to us through no deliberate or volitional effort 
on our part is easy, all we do is go to sleep. The neophyte in 
dreamwork has to learn to look at the images, not as 
photographic replications of reality, but as metaphorical 
ways of conveying the felt nature of the predicament of the 
dreamer at the time the dream occurs. We have adapted, in 
what in all likelihood is a prirititive imaging capacity, which 
we probably share with animals lower in the evolutionary 
scale, and we've learned how to use it to serve as an instrument 
for symbolic, rather than literal, expression. Our sleeping 
self is concerned with managing residual feelings that stay 
with us until the time we go to sleep and that surface at the 
onset of the dream. Metaphorical imagery is a most suitable, 
symbolic vehicle for containing and conveying feelings, just 
as it does in poetry. A man who pictures himself, for example, 
driving down a steep hill in his di:eam and having his brakes 
suddenly fail, will experience the sensation of being in an 
uncontrollably dangerous life-threatening situation. He will 
experience this sensation far more powerfully than if, in 
waking life, he thinks something is disturbing him. He iS not 
clear about it but the dream examines and explores the depth 
of that disturbance and confronts the dreamer with the 
reality of it. In the dream, we are part of the metaphor we, 
ourselves, are creating, a fact which places us in an immediate 
relationship to the feelings being generated. We are the 
actors, not the reporters of the scene that is taking place. 
There is no way out of the dream, except through the 
termination of the dream, either by the generation of feelings 
strong enough to awaken us, or by somehow resolving the 
issue, at least temporarily, so that there is a natural passage 
back into dreamless sleep. 

The concept of the visual metaphor is basic to dream 
work, and its importance cannot be overly stressed. We have 
been expressing our personal poetry in dreams, in a language 
we've been using since childhood, and yet it continues to feel 
strange and unfamiliar to us. To understand this fully, we 
must also take into account the unique content of our dreams. 
What is it that's being expressed through this language? 
When we use pictorial language, what are we saying that 
makes the dream so potentially illuminating when we are 
awake? Our imaging capacity provides the form that our 
consciousness takes, but where does the content come from? 

As we fall asleep, we close off our input channels. We 
close ourselves off to the sensory stimuli coming at us from 
the outside, with a few notable exceptions. For the most part, 
no new information is coming into our system, so that 
whatever we become conscious of during this period of 
dreaming has its origin sometime before falling asleep. 
Freud spoke of the day residue as the starting point of the 
dream. A recent event sets up a lingering tension that surfaces 
at the onset of a dreaming period and acts as a shaping 
influence on the content to be developed. What gives this 
recent residual feeling its extraordinary power to do this lies 
in the fact that regardless of how trivial or insignificant it 
may seem at the time, it connects with unsolved, unresolved 
issues from our past. We're not aware of this connection. 

Asleep, it comes dearly into view. Our dream may open with 
a childhood scene in the house we grew up in, when we were 
five or six or whatever. The first important point then is that 
the dream starts in the present. The issue it addresses derives 
from our past, but continues to be of some importance to us 
in the present. No one of us grows up perfect in this world, 
and we're all working and reworking residual issues and 
tensions from our past. 

What we do with this residue while dreaming is quite 
extraordinary, as judged by waking standards. We seem to 
do many things at once. We scan our entire life history for 
events and experiences that are emotionally related to it. We 
explore our past ways of coping with whatever vulnerable 
areas have been exposed, and we mobilize the resources at 
our disposal to come to some resolution. In short, while 
dreaming we are reassessing the significance of recent events 
in the context of the past. We take a historical perspective on 
our own lives. That is not easy to do awake, and in a rather 
clever way we express it all through pictorial metaphors that 
highlight the feeling tones evoked in the course of this self
exploratory adventure. It is all done effortlessly and 
seemingly instantaneously. We have brought a current 
residue into relationship to past feeling residues. In so doing 
we bring together important information relevant to whatever 
it is we're struggling with now. So, that's the second important 
thing about dreams. The first is, it has a current meaning to 
us. It starts with where we are now. The second is, it gathers 
more relevant information from our past in its relationship 
to the present. That brings us to the third and, in my opinion, 
most interesting and important quality of our dreaming life, 
particularly in its relationship to the question of the healing 
potential of these images. While asleep, we are alone and 
perhaps more alone than at any other time in our life. We 
have temporarily disconnected from the world around us. 
We have temporarily suspended our social role and our 
social facade. We don't need it when we're asleep and 
dreaming and not acting in the world. We no longer need our 
social defenses, those various ways of protecting ourselves 
from truths we do not wish to revealorcannot seeatthe time. 
In the act of going to sleep we undress not only physically 
but psychically as well. When our brain gets a signal to start 
dreaming, there we are in our emotional nudity. 

What happens next is best described by analogy. There 
is a magical mirror in this place we find ourselves while 
dreaming. It is a mirror capable of reflecting a profoundly 
honest picture of who we are rather than who we would like 
to think we are or who we would like others to think we are. 
Another bit of magic in that mirror is that it is there for the 
dreamer only. No one else can look into it. Being alone and 
confronted with a mirror that provides a private view of the 
dreamer, the dreamer risks looking into it, himself or herself. 
The view reflected back is the view rendered by the imagery 
developed in the dream. It is a view without pretense. It is the 
truth, as close as we can get to whatever we mean by 
subjective truth. In a sense it is a privileged portrait of 
intrinsic value to a dreamer in search of a more honest self
concept. 
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of dreaming to healing. The imagery 
we create at night has a potentially 

'~nother is the question of the creativity 
healing significance for us. The special 
features of dream images that relate 
to this healing is the way they link our 
present concerns to its roots in the 
past and the honesty with which they 
confront us with our own true feeling. 
When you consider that statement, it 
really has to do with whatever it is 
that psychotherapists do to make us 
whole. They start with where the 
patient is at the moment. They start 

in our dreams. While we are dreaming, we are 

in the metaphor-manufacturing business. 

The metaphors we create are visual in 

character, generally, although any sensory 

modality can be involved. with a concern with the connection of 

They are highly idiosyncratic in nature, the present with the past and pre
sumably they can offer the patient a 
more honest perspective on what is 
going on than the patient had orig-

in contrast to waking speech, 

which is full of consensual, inally. We have that kind of built-in 
potential capacity in our dreams, only 
we don't know it, and because we 
don't know it, unfortunately, we 
foolishly give dreams a very low 
priority in our culture. So called 

dead metaphors." 

For the most part, our dreams are not understood or 
appreciated in their individual and social significance, and 
we are largely unaware both of the personal and social 
opportunities offered in our dream life. Once awake there is 
an overwhelming tendency to slip back into a familiar and 
well-known character structure and ordinary behavior. In 
short, our dreams offer us a spontaneously generated visual 
drama, depicting where we are subjectively at the moment. 
They help us understand the connection of the present to the 
past as we move into the future. It isn't just a free-wheeling 
exercise for the fun of it. We are all moving into a future, 
which is not known for a certainty. We know certain aspects 
of it, but our dream fortifies our movement into this future 
by preparing us in terms of connecting our current past and 
present. Our dreams resort to a variety of techniques to call 
attention to aspects of ourselves we are simply not attending 
to or not attending to enough, or not attending to clearly. 
They frighten, shame, ridicule, exaggerate, and at times 
expose wondrous feelings that we never knew we had, all of 
which offer us the opportunity to get to know ourselves 
better. 

What is ordinary about dreams? Well, everyone can 
answer that question. They are everyday or more exactly 
every night occurrences. They·are universal. They range 
across all ages and all cultures, present and past. There are 
very common dreams that most of us have had at some time 
in our life. We find ourselves flying or falling or having our 
teeth fall out or wanting to move and not being able to; and 
so on. The problem is that they are so ordinary that their 
extraordinary features are overlooked. Let's look at some of 
those extraordinary features. 

The first one I want to look at is dreaming consciousness 
as producing potentially healing imagery, or the connection 
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primitive cultures are a little bit wiser about that and give the 
dream a much higher priority. 

Dreams exert their healing potential, in my opinion, by 
their capacity to portray the state of our connectedness with 
others and with ourselves at the time. I think that's the 
essence of what we're concerned with. Our dreams seem to 
zero in on whatever has occurred that affects these 
connections and has not clearly risen up to waking 
consciousness. Anything that impinges on these connections, 
either in a good or in a bad way, as a consequence of recent 
experience, becomes a focal point of a dream. On the good 
side, there are experiences that reinforce or expose positive 
qualities in us that we lose sight of. The innocence and 
curiosity of a child, as well as aspects of our own creativity. 
On the other hand, we are sensitive to anything going on in 
our life that corrupts, corrodes, or threatens to destroy or 
fragment our connectedness to ourself and to others. I have 
been referring to dreams as potential healing experiences, 
because for that healing experience to occur, we have to 
allow the confrontation to take place between what the 
dream has to say and our ordinary waking view of ourselves. 
That is the rub. Dreams are creatures of the night. If we're 
fortunate enough to be able to relate insightfully on 
awakening to the story they're telling, then to that extent, 
some degree of emotional healing can take place. We are 
more in touch with ourselves. More often it takes a more 
rigorous socializing process to get a dream to yield its secret, 
and this involves a helping agency, one that can provide a 
safe haven in which to explore the dream, and one that has 
the knowledge and skill it takes to make the exploration 
effective. Nine-tenths of my psychoanalytic colleagues will 
not agree with me, but the knowledge and skill involved in 
dreamwork can be conceptualized and taught to any dreamer, 



and that means anyone. Skills are involved, but people can 
learn these skills through experience if they know what 
they're trying to do, and if someone can orient them, at least 
conceptually, to what the nature of the skill is. A violin 
teacher can tell a student how to put the bow on the violin, 
but the student has to practice the skill of how to use that 
bow. 

For the past several decades, my life has been divided 
into three parts. At first, I was a··psychoanalyst, for a third 
of my professional life. Then, I was a community psychiatrist, 
interested in moving mental health strategies out into the 
community. For the past two decades, I've been involved in 
developing dream-sharing groups. I've considered imd 
explored how people can get together to engage in what I 
think is a socially unmet need to come together in a safe 
environment to explore through dreams deeper aspects of 
their being, to make discoveries that help them to unload 
secrets that interfere with their connectedness with other 
people. I think everyone needs that, but not everyone needs 
therapy. And so, dreamwork. serious and effective dream 
work, as far as I'm concerned, should extend beyond the 
boundaries of the consulting room and reach out into the 
community. I believe Bill Stimpson had this same idea 
many years ago and was the first editor of the Dream 
Network Bulletin, in an effort to call to the attention of the 
general public, the creativity, the healing potential, and the 
social value of our dreams. Well, that's one extraordinary 
feature of our dreams. 

Another one is the question of 
the creativity in our dreams. While 
we are dreaming, we are in the 
metaphor-manufacturing business. 
The metaphors we create are visual 

metaphor. Over and over again, I've had the impression, 
after we've worked through a dream in a group, that no 
matter how short that dream may be, even a tiny fragment, 
it still presents us in a holographic way with significant 
connections between past and present that have never been 
completely realized, conceptualized, or fully conscious. If 
we had set out to do so, even if we were Michelangelo or 
Rembrandt or whoever, we could not deliberately paint a 
picture in so few images that could capture so much 
information. This has left me with a feeling that while 
dreaming we're tapping into a universally shared creative 
source, available to all of us, a source that creates images 
that speak elegantly and accurately to our subjective state at 
the time of the dream. Whether or not we view ourselves as 
creative in our working lives, our dreaming psyche revels in 
its own seemingly unlimited creative potential. Catching on 
to the metaphor in the dream leaves us with an Aha feeling 
no different from the experience of the aesthetic quality of 
music, poetry, or any other artistic form of metaphor. 

Let me come to a third quality of dreams that we have 
hardly begun to explore, and that is the fact that dreams, in 
addition to their personal reference to our lives, contain 
social references as well. They make reference also to the 
world, to the life we're leading in a specific society. The 
issue of connectedness that I referred to in regard to the 
nature of healing goes beyond the individual and his or her 
immediate concerns. We are all aware of the toxic fallout 
from our society in the form of poverty, crime, pollution, the 

in characte~; generally, although any 
sensory modality can be involved. 
They are highly idiosyncratic in 
nature, in contrast to waking speech, 
which is full of consensual, dead 
metaphors. In that sentence there 
are two dead metaphors. Full has a 
physical connotation. A container 
is either full or empty. Dead is a 
word we use in relation to living 
organisms as in alive or dead. Our 
waking language is metaphorically 
full of such metaphors. In my 
dream-sharing groups, I've listened 
to many, many dreams, but re
gardless of how many dreams I've 
heard, each new dream is a unique 
experience in the art, and I call it an 
art, definitely, of crafting mean
ingful, visual metaphors. There also 
is an art to doing dream work as we 
seek to help the dreamer bridge the 

" .... I've had the impression, after we've 

worked through a dream in a group, that no 

matter how short that dream may be, even if a tiny 

fragment, it still presents us in a holographic way 

with significant connections between past and 

present that have never been completely realized, 

conceptualized, or fully conscious. 

gap between image and reality and 
thus capture the felt meaning of the 

If we had set out to do so, even if we were 

Michelangelo or Rembrandt or whoever, 

we could not deliberately paint a picture 

in so few images that could captUre 

so much information. " 
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residues of racism, and the generally prevailing level of 
agony and alienation. What we are not so aware of is how the 
inequities and fallouts from the institutions and social 
practices that shape our existence are woven into the · 
unconscious fabric of our lives. To the extent that this occurs, 
we remain unaware that it is occurring, and we enter into an 
unconscious collusion with the very forces that so undermine 
our common humanity. So our dreams speak, in addition to 
the personal, to our social concerns. What I find remarkable 
about dream imagery is the ability to depict the way social 
issues interlock with personal ones and how each one plays 
into the other in a mutually reinforcing way. 

Here are a few examples of what I mean. A woman in 
her late thirties is about to embark on a new relationship. She 
senses some hesitancy on her own part, and she has a dream 
that displays the root of her ambivalence. In the dream, she 
sees her father sitting on a swing with four female relations, 
all in their heyday, dressed almost like can-can girls. What 
emerged from the work on the dream were two powerful 
images that surfaced from her childhood that continue to 
influence her approach to a new relationship. One was that 
of the male, derived from the image of her father, as privileged 
to flirt and play around with other women. That's what he 
did. The other, that of the female victimized by the predatory 
male, as was her mother. These are images she is still 
struggling with. In a larger sense, they relate to the residues 
of sexism, a social issue, as yet not fully disposed of. The 
privileged male and the victimized female are still available 
social stereotypes that play into our unconscious. 

Here's another example, also from a woman. Women 
gravitate to my dream-sharing groups more than men, in the 
proportion of about 9:1. Women seem to be more interested 
than men in their feelings. This next dream also involves 
sexual stereotypes. 1Wo significant images in the dream, 
related to this, are that of a wounded bird, who was unable 
to join the flock in flight, and the other is that it is picked on 
by a group of arrogant pheasants. You can see the 
interpretation immediately. The second image is one of a 
contractor who in reality is involved in remodeling her 
home. In that dream, he tells the dreamer he can't finish off 
the basement for repairs, without at the same time finishing 
the upstairs bedroom. What became clear from the dream 
work was that there was this unresolved tension between 
her husband and herself. She had recently gone into therapy 
with the problem. The dream reveals what therapy was 
opening her eyes to, namely, the fact that in order to deal 
with the issues of marriage, the upstairs bedroom, she 
would also have to deal with the personal problems, the 
wounded bird, and the disarray in her own basement/ 
bedroom, and that had to do with her submissiveness, her 
self-deprecatory tendencies, her inclination to accept her 
husband as the stronger and dominant one. The pheasants, 
who pick on the wounded bird, were likened by her to a 
string of older brothers in relation to whom these trends 
emerge. 
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I've simply tried to show that the private issue, 
highlighted in the dream, gains expression by attracting to 
itself images that are taken from social experience and carry 
a congruent, social meaning. This generally escapes notice, 
because we're not in the habit of extrapolating from the 
image to the social reality that lies beyond. The dreamer 
pauses nightly to assess these influences, particularly in 
regard to their capacity to upset any preconditioned, pre
existing equilibrium. Our dreams remind us that we are part 
of a larger whole, and just as the dreams are carriers of the 
potential for personal change, they are also carriers of the 
potential for social change to the extent that social factors 
become visible in our dreams. They reveal the content of our 
social unconscious, that is, what we allow ourselves to 
remain unconscious of with regard to what is going on in 
society. Nazi Germany is an outstanding example. Much 
that was evil waS going on at the time and gained expression 
in dreams. When the dreamer remains unaware of the 
message of the dream the opportunity for deeper social 
insight is lost. No room is left for any challenge to the social 
order. There is room only for personal demons and the 
transformation of social demons into personal demons. 
Dream consciousness may, indeed, pose a danger to a 
technologically supercharged, mechanically-oriented society. 

The next extraordinary feature of our dreams is the 
connection of dreams to psi events. I am referring to the way 
we can play tricks with time while dreaming and pick up 
information about events that are spatially distant, and also 
play tricks with time that result in veridical precognitive 
visions. We seem to be more adept at this while dreaming 
than while awake. Here too, it has always been my impression, 
and it's only an impression, that psi effects are somehow 
related to the importance of maintaining our connectedness 
to our human and natural environment. Speaking from my 
experience, psi events are the surface outcropping of this 
underlying sense and need for unity, a kind of deeply hidden 
connective tissue available when other connective strategies 
fail. 

Another quality of dreams that I think is under 
appreciated and has to do with the unusual features of 
dreams--and this is truly speculative--is the connection of 
our dreams to survival, but not in the sense that we use the 
word survival in parapsychology. I do not refer to the 
survival of the self as an entity, but more concretely to the 
survival of the human species. This speculation derives from 
two aspects of my experience. One is the idea that dreams 
have to do with disconnectedness, from oneself and others. 
If we simply extend this idea to the broader range of 
disconnects, then, perhaps, dreams move us toward a more 
realistic assessment of the nature and depth of social 
disconnects that perpetuate the historically determined 
fragmentation that the human species has been subjected to 
down through the years. We've grown up differently in 
different cultures and different geographies evolved different 
races and so on. The species has been fragmented to the point 

(Continued on page 44) 



Seeing the Light 
by Ivan Hughes 

Dreaming has always been an 
activity in my life where I have found 
continuous entertainment. Colors 
appearing and action expressed in 
my dreams are always psychedelic 
and meaningless. So it was - as it 
appeared to me - until the early 
'80's. I know now that during these 
nightly events, my subconscious was 
initiating a symbolic dialogue with 
my "aware' and 'rational" conscious 
self. 

In 1982, I remember a significant 
"Dream of Light" which left me 
emotionally changed .... for the better 
and forever: 

A dried milkweed seed pod 
burstandtheseedsarescattered 
in the wind. I focus on a seed and 
the longer I focus, the whiter 
and brighter the seed becomes, 
until finally it turns into a cut 
diamond. Focusing further -
now on the diamond - the 
brightness increases until all I 
perceive is a blinding and 
calming whiteness. This white
ness persists for quite a long 
while. 

When I awaken, the feeling of 
"being at peace" is prominent in my 
experience. The demands of awak
ened reality paled with my significant 
late-night experience and this feeling 
did not fade for approximately a 
week. This dream remains very real 
to me, even now. 

Recently in May 1994, while 
taking a shower, a moth had somehow 
found its way into my shower and 
was frantically seeking its way out 
through the translucent window 
which beaconed light. 

I found that, for me, these two 
light events were similar in providing 
a metaphor that life and/ or con
sciousness "prefer " light over 
darkness and upon pondering this 
thought, I wondered about Joan of 
Arc (curiously) and questioned the 
irony of how Saint Joan came by her 
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Light at the stake. The following is a 
writing endeavor dancing around 
these thoughts, dreams and ex
periences: 

The mystic residing within un
derstood this woman's (Joan of Arc) 
worth and sought connectedness 
between her life's beginning and 
ultimate death as an obligation. 
Though not noble born, she was a 
soulful noblesse and obligation 
asserted itself nonetheless. The 
spiritual obligation was one she 
realized early in life as duty to one's 
God. 

The religious authorities of the 
day, being afraid of what they could 
not understand, condemned her a 
"heretic" and demanded her con
sciousness be set ablaze. Emblazoned 
with and aligned unto "the divine 
right of Kings," this judgment in law 
unknowingly embedded the spiritual 
substance of which this mystic was 
made into a historical memory of 
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civilization. 
Her spirituality surpassed any 

moral authority her antagonists could 
muster. But the physicality of martyr 
mentality limited her response to a 
subservient, physical surrender. This 
subjugation, however, obligated her 
to a rationale beyond her captor's 
comprehension. Her rational but 
simple acceptance of faith allowed 
destiny its purpose by providing her 
being a sense of direction with a 
richness not able to be measured in 
terms of human understanding. A 
momentum acquired by faith pro
pelled her countenance of being with 
a value unsurpassed. 

It was even so with the Druids, 
seers, saints and those who were 
merely in the way, though only moths 
they be. Moths too are attracted to 
light, heedless to danger .... regardless 
of consequences. Any other could do 
no less; such was their nature then, 
such is their nature now. 
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BEYOND HEROICS 
Madeline McMurray 

What is it that we 
yearn for and can
not find? Madeline 
McMurray says that 
we come from a 
warrior-king-hero 

1 "l!!W'' 1 mythology and it's 
time to allow modern insights into 
our mythos. The sacredness of life, 
the feminine creative principle, love 
for other humans, animals and for 
the earth-these values shall become 
part of the myth that we live. 
McMurray guides us on the way 
using creative visualization and 
twelve exercises. She encourages us 
to explore heart and motivation 
using waking dreams, ritual and atti
tude, fairy tales, myths, folk tales 
and art so we can recreate our world. 
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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path .... ~ 

Invisible Frequencies 
by Barbara Shor 

There's some gret~t social experiment going on involving a group of women-but 
they're being studied by men. Each woman is being observed in parts, as the various 
roles she fulfills, not as a whole being, and so is the entire social experiment. I know 
the social scientists can't possibly understand what's going on if they don't 
understand two crucial factors: firstly, the complete pattern of each woman's 
make-up and how she blends herself into the fabric of the group; and secondly, 
the whole interaction between et~ch and all the participants. 

I gather all the women together and we plan an insurrection. We tell the men 
that we're tired of being an experiment. We want to continue to live together 
as a self-sustaining group in this large country house/estate. We give the male 

. social scientists the choice of leaving or joining us as part of the community. 
r-------------· They have a lot of power to destroy this experiment, and we're not sure 
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we'll even survive physically, much less as a community. 
My final triumph is talking the old elevator woman into joining us. 

Somehow I know that if the whole maintenance staff joins us, we'll make it. 
Our united front will win out. If all the parts of the whole stick together, 
then we're indivisible, powerful, free, viable. If the scientists can't divide us up into 
parts they can't stop us. 

Their problem is that they're like the blind men and the elephant. They can't even 
see, or conceive of, the whole community-only its individual elements. Not being 
able to see us-literally with all of us together we become actually invisible to them
they become so frightened that their group loses cohesion and most flee like rats off a 
sinking ship. Agret~t pawerful irresistible change is taking place. Each of us becomes 
a cell in a united mind-like a hive of sentient bees. We're not inhuman or mindless, 

I not a social insect mentality. We're a whole new type of human social system-an 
I evolutionary leap in human possibilities. And yet, each of us retains all of our 

individuality and special gifts-each of us is indispensable to the whole. 
It's as though together we* "kythe" at such a high level of purposefulness that 

difficulties get worked out at a subtle psychic level before they manifest as problems 
at the personality level or as interpersonal difficulties. This is why we appear to be 
invisible. We've learned to function on a higher order of organization. The elevator 
woman was our final step to wholeness because she is the communicator between the 
Great Below and the Great Above .... she's literally the mechanism of full 
communication. 

The minute any of the men decide to join us, they become instantly tuned into the 
group frequency. Fear disappears as they discover they can see us, themselves, and all 
the "visibles" as well. Their fellow scientists feel only a presence, one that threatens 
their whole world view, the whole context of their realihj; they feel they must flee to 
save their sanity. 
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Together, we become joyous and inventive in a whole new way, and expand our 
possibilitiesasalivingsystem.Althoughthechangeisoverwhelming,noneofushave 
ever felt so free or so safe, so individually creative and potent, so fulfilled, loved, whole, 
home. We're happy and exdted, but also have in inward state of equanimity, peaceful 
and secure. Naturally, problems arise, personalities remain unique and different. But 
the inner upsets and imbalanc:es of any of the individuals in the group are felt by the 
wholegroupat an embryonic stage, and changes a remade, adjustmentsarefine tuned 
in such a way that emotional conflicts-inner or group-never become divisive or 
chronic. Creative differences exist-creative conflict that leads to new and resourceful 
approaches in the resolution-but these conflicts never reach a stage of violence, 
animosity, or polarization. Some new ideas are retained whole cloth, some are blended 
with others and take on a whole new dimension and depth. Other creative solutions 
appear as needed, last only as long as the need continues, and then disappear, evolve 
into other forms, before habitual dependence forms around them. 

We can hardly believe what is happening to us. It is so exdting and miraculous. 
Although our oldest evolutionary brains keep trying to revert to our old selves, 
somethingwithin us keeps responding to each new challenge with loving acceptance, 
and a creative solution/adjustment within the whole group, the living system. We 
simply are no longer who we were and this has happened within a single lifetime. We 
didn't even have to reincarnate into new bodies. 

We know we need to be a fully functional society and the only way is to include 
all the sexes and sexual possibilities. We need more men, and we need children in the 
group-entire family units, all ages-so we can learn to develop whole life patterns, 
learn how to educate the young, learn how to create a full society, learn how to offer 
ourselves as a teaching pattern. However, we also know that to do this, and to help 
fadlitate the process, in time, we will all have to split up as a unit. This makes us very 
sad, and yet, we know that as a kythingunitweremain connected together and whole. 
But each of us is now a morphogenetic trigger. Wherever we go-even though we 
remain invisible-we instantly enable those who are open to this great change to tune 
into the new frequency. We know that within a year this movement/ evolutionary 
change will become global and the critical mass of consciousness will make a whole
planet shift. 

However, we are concerned about those "visibles" who are the most solidly 
resistant to change. We don't know how to make them feel safe and loved, because their 
world is cracking wide open-people keep disappearing like some horrible plague and 
they can no longer even hear us, much less see 
us. Our only hope is that as the movement grows, the sheerpoweroftheintensifying 
critical mass will aid more and more of the visibles to make the change safely. 
Otherwise, we fear much madness, suicide, illness, and death in those unable to make 
the change within this lifetime. The invisible global community joins consdousness 
to attempt to create a planetary vibratory field of such peacefulness and joy that all the 
visible will be naturally attracted to it in order to feel good. Alas, there is a growing 
atmosphere of terror and panic in the visible world. It amazes and deeply saddens us 
how we have all been addicted to fear and anger. 

The one thing we seem to have been unable to do is to communicate what is 
occurring to the remaining visibles. It's as though a leap of faith, a moment of total 
surrender, release, to the infinite mystery is crucial to the process of retuning to the 
higher frequency. That each individual must voluntarily create a space within 
their beingness to allow for the inrush of the new. There must be an instant of 
willingness to walk away from all that was, to gain all that is. The invisibles seem 
not to be allowed to make this process any easier for any individual; all we may 
do is add our new awarenesses to the planetary field, pray, and send love. Even 
our dream fields seem to be limited in some way. Unless there is a willingness in 
the recipient to suspend judgment on what is" possible" for at least a twinkling of 
an eye, even the most focused shared dreaming groups cannot enter into that 
consciousness. This must be how angels feel-we wonder how they can be so 
patient, so loving, so persistent.in their presence. 
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~-,, .·''··""::·· ~; ... ,.Priming Poetry 
··· ' · ~"" .. t~:.. with the Dream 

Why look to the dream to 
provide a basis for a creative sprin
gboard into poetry? Answering this 
question may prove useful before 
proceeding with specifics in regard 
to dreams and their usefulness to 
poetry. 

Dreams offer nightly access to 
vivid personalized symbols and 
events, particularly so in the young 
child. Research indicates that new
borns spend about 70% of their 
sleeping time experiencing the 
REM's. But no matter our ages or 
creative potential, we all partake of 
the dream movie and beyond a par
ticular analytical approach, there 
remains the viewpoint that dreaming 
is an enriching experience for the 
individual, that remembering 
dreams is very similar to visiting 
with good, intimate friends and that 
using the dream creatively, specific
ally in poetry, can be fun! 

Dream symbols also adapt them
selves very well to other art 
mediums. Examples - historical, 
anthropological and poetic - of 
the efficacy of dreams to the creative 
process abound. William Blake util
ized dreams to a profound degree in 
his writing and illustrating. An 
excerpt from one of his poems, 
"The Land of Dreams" is appropriate 
to contemplate: 

:Sti{{Life witfi Jlfternate 'l(f,a.Citt/ Dlf JO!f (jates 

by Christina Pacosz 

Dear Child, I also 
by pleasant Streams 

Have wander' d all Night 
in the Land of Dreams; 
But tho' calm and warm 

the waters wide, 
I could not get to the other side. 

Poetry can be one way to bridge 
those "waters wide." 

Robert Louis Stevenson wrote 
portions of Treasure Island and Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde from dreams. 
Elias Howe invented a crucial part of 
the sewing machine from his dreams 
and Beethoven heard intricate mus
ical scores as he slept and dreamed. 
Accounts indicate the Sphinx was 
discovered by then Prince Thutmes 
IV, who went out into the desert and 
took a nap cin the sands. He had a 
dream that said he could become 
Pharaoh and enjoy a long and fruit
ful reign, but he must uncover the 
Sphinx lying buried beneath him 
while he slept. He did so and the 
Great Sphinx of Gizeh was unearthed. 

But what do the poets them
selves say? Denise Levertov com
ments on dreamwork, " .... (this) art is 
never boring. You don't experience 
darkness by floodlighting it." She 
maintains that to be poetry, the 
poem must have precision, honesty 
and accuracy. It must be an auton
omous creation. All these criteria can 
be met when the child is encouraged 
to use the dream or its symbols, or 
the feelings evoked .... and make 
poetry. 

Muriel Rukeyser, a contempor
ary of Levertov, writes in her col
lection of essays, The Life of Poetry 
(unfortunately, out of print), "The 

symbols are never finished; they 
continue to grow. Perhaps that is 
their power. We know that the poetic 
strategy - if one may call it that -
consists in leading the memory of an 
unknown witness, by means of 
rhythm, meaning, image, coursing 
sound and always, unfinished 
symbol.... until in a blaze of dis
covery and love, the poem is taken." 
Dreams are an avenue into our per
sonal "unfinished symbols." 

The nature of dreams is such that 
as creations, they inherently contain 
conflicting ideas simultaneously, 
which is the province of paradox and 
which is the very heart of poetry. 

Native people's use of dreams in 
the creative life of the tribe would 
also support a closer look at a too
often ignored aspect of the American 
psyche. What do we as a people 
dream? What do we allow our 
dreams to teach us? Despite the high 
incidence of dreams as vehicles for 
important communications in the 
Bible, we do not have a tradition of 
honoring the dreams as a culture. 
Too often children are told, "It's just 
a nightmare. Forget it." What does a 
culture look like where dreams are 
not discounted as the result of 
something "you ate," but rather 
viewed as gifts to the dreamer? 

Such a culture did exist in the 
central regions of the Malay Pen
insula and was discovered and 
studied in the early 1930's. the 
Senoi/Temiar had as their tribal 
ethic one of cooperation and its 
corollary, "If you must oppose your 
fellows' wishes, oppose them with 
good will." Jails did not exist, mental 
illness and blood feuds were rare. 
Warfare was unknown. Why this 
low level of violence? 
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Let us take a closer look at the 
Senoi/Temiar dream tenets. Assert
ion and appropriate action in one's 
dreams were valued. Children were 
taught not to fear dream monsters 
but to advance boldly into the fear 
and bring back something of value to 
the tribe. Violence in dreams was 
considered "good" because it was 
viewed as an emotional safety valve 
to release tensions and pent-up 
feelings. Senoi/ Temiar children 
were taught to move toward 
pleasure in dreams and extracta 
creation, which included but was 
not limited to, poems and dances. 
Children's dreams were of equal 
value in the morning councils, 
where the various units of the tribe 
shared and considered other 
members' dreams. 

Frances Wickes, noted analyst, 
colleague and friend of Carl Jung, 
writes in The Inner World of Child
hgQg, "there is such a wealth of 
imagery and such frequent beauty of 
detail in the child's dream that we 
cannot doubt that in the unconscious 
lies stored up for him (sic) a vast 
accumulation of the precious mater
ial from which poetry ~d painting 
have been born." She also makes the 
observation that dreams are "self
made fairy tales." 

As Rollo May in the Courage to 
~ sums up, "For if we are not 
open to the unconscious, irrational 
and transrational aspects of m.ir 

creativity, then our science and 
technology have helped to block us 
from what I shall call' creativity of 
the spirit.' By this I mean creativity 
that has nothing to do with technical 
use; I mean creativity in art, poetry, 
music and other areas that exist for 
our delight and for the deepening 
and enlarging of meaning in our 
lives, rather than for making money 
or increasing technical power." 

Children become adults and 
hopefully participating citizens in a 
democracy enriched by their offer
ings of creativity. Synesuis of Cyrene 
(circa 373- 414 A.D.), a student of the 
philosripher and mathematician, 
Hypatia, had this to say about 
dreams: "No tyrant is able to carry 
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out an edict agairtst dreams, still less 
proscribe sleep in his dominions for 
that would be at once fully to com
mand the impossible and an impiety 
to put himself in opposition to the 
desires of nature and God." For 
centuries, this advice retained its 
unassailability but in a simple and 
chilling book, The Third Reich of 
Dreams, the author Charlotte Beradt 
discusses the hundreds of dreams of 
German citizens she was able to 
collect during the early 1930's as 
Hitler made his rise to power. In this 
book she reveals how what Synesius 
conceived of as impossible became 
possible. Bruno Bettelheim, in his 
introduction to her volume com
ments, "(the Nazi) regime was 
successful in forcing even its enemies 
to dream the kinds of dreams it 
wanted them to dream: those warn
ing the dreamer that resistance was 
impossible, that safety lay only in 
compliance." 

Part of being a poet lies in asking 
difficult questions, so I have to posit 
these questions: Would a 'take-over' 
of dreams by a totalitarian regime 
have been possible in a culture 
where the dreamer had a lifetime of 
positive and direct interaction with 
their dreams and the dreams of 
others? Where does the strength of a 
nation, of its people, reside? Inside 
the self, as our earliest years as a 
republic attest? Or outside? 

These are questions the children 
of today already wrestle with. 
I would like to think that exper
iencing the dream within themselves 
and knowing its contents can be ren
dered useful and beautiful and 
poetry would be a lifetime gift that 
these brief visits from the dream 
poet could catalyze in as many 
people as possible. 

Underlying any approach to 
dreams is the crucial understanding 
that the dream belongs to the dreamer. 
As Frances Wickes put it, "Let us 
therefore be willing to do too little 
rather than too much and to treat the 
dream reverently as a gift the child 
has given us, rather than as an object 
to be dissected, or even vivisected, in 

the interests of our own attempts at 
scientific classification, so adding to 
our own understanding at the ex
pense of the child." Of course, she 
was addressing other analysts but 
her cautionary note is to be heeded 
by anyone who approaches a child's 
riream. Interpretation of the dream is 
not the focus. As Kathleen West 
explains in Crystallizing Children's 
Dreams, "In children, unconscious 
material can be overwhelming if 
there is an attempt to be analytical." 
In fact, she emphasized that the 
distancing from the dream material 
that occurs when working creatively 
with dreams facilitates the process of 
understanding in children. Which is 
what Levertov meant in her com
ment about being unable to exper
ience darkness by floodlighting it. 

Those of us who are parents and 
educators understand the security 
inherent in childhood lies in trust. In 
working with children's dreams this 
is probably the most important 
"curriculum aid" around. We must 
avoid the temptation to "use" the 
child's dreams in a clumsy attempt 
at psychology and embrace the 
sacred inherent in the dream exper
ience. The first implication of the 
sacred is a posture of respect. Arthur 
Tress' moving collection of photo
graphs of children's dreams "staged" 
willingly by the children themselves, 
is vivid testimony to the rich reward 
of stark and gentle beauty available 
to those who approach dreaming 
with an attitude of respect and a 
desire to instill trust. 

Being close to the dream world 
and its meanings primes the pump 
for the hidden water underground. 
However, with an emphasis on 
dreams and their adaptability to 
poetry, we must beware of confusing 
the two. The unconscious is not 
poetry. The two are not the same. 
Knowing the difference comes with 
an increase in awareness, with craft 
and growing into being a poet. In the 
meantime, we need to find some trail 
up the mountain and arrive at our 
own pace and time to the higher 
reaches of rock. co 
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Religion, Values, and Peak Experiences 

by Abraham H. Maslow 
Penguin, Arkana 

375 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014, USA 
10 Alcorn Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4V 3B2 

ISBN 0-14-019487-8 116 pages 

Are you a "peaker" or a "non-peaker"? Is life full of· 
juice, meaning, and promise, or does your view of the 
future offer only futility, less hope and more ruts out of 
which no one can climb? In this lovely little book pulled 
from the archives of the mid-sixties, Maslow - known as 
the father of humanistic psychology- argues that the peak 
experience is not just the province of the rare mystic and 
chosen prophet. 

He describes in detail the characteristics of a true peak 
experience: a feeling of oneness with all living things; a 
sense of acceptance of evil in the world; a full body-mind
soul experience that pleases and electrifies all the senses; a 
witnessing of one's self as if from a detached perspective, 
egolessness, humility, gratitude, a positive hope for the 
future and, in many cases, a turning point in one's personal 
values and lifestyle choices. Characteristics which he says 
are identical across all the great religions and systems of 
thought and philosophy of the world. He leaves me with 
the impression that the peak experience is, in fact, the rite of 
passage into maturity- spiritually speaking- and is 
everyone's birthright. 

In fact, not having a peak experience is usually the 
product of a repression. What will our world look like with 
more and more people "p~aking?" An integration of body 
and soul into every life experience, responsibility and 
playfulness, hand in hand, less dichotomy between the . 
extremes good and uncompromising evil. In short, balance 
is the inevitable outcome of the new world view afforded by 
the "peak experience." Maslow continues in the 90s to be 
an exciting, readable and thought-provoking guide. oo 

The Mystery of the Coniunctio: 
Alchemical Image of Individuation 

by Edward Edinger 
Lectures Transcribed and Edited by Joan Dexter Blackmer 

110 pages, Inner City Books, 1994, ISBN 0-919123-67-8 
Box 1271, Station Q, Toronto, Canada M4T 2P4 

What happens in an individual's, a couple's or even a 
community's journey when opposites (good/ evil, 
heavenly I earthly, right/left) come into view at once? 

Reconciliation of opposites .... and an understanding of 
opposites is key to understanding the human psyche. It is 
the elementary machinery of the psyche, says Edinger. In 
the first of two brilliantly lucid essays, Edinger explores the 
context within which opposites and individuation happens 
and then in the second examines-·in detail the process which 
leads up to" conjunction" of dualities, which we also know 
as wholeness. How does one deal with evil? How to discern 
between petty desires of the ego and deep spiritual desires 
of the soul? What must I act on and what must I let the Self 
or God handle for me? How do I know where to go, as the 

were answered for me in the reading of this book. It's a 
must for any Jungian enthusiast.... and perhaps a bit heavy 
for anyone not yet familiar with the specific language of this 
discipline. 

Edinger admits that the material which Jung produced 
called Mysterium Coniunction is "exceedingly difficult for us 
ordinary mortals," yet we cannot be true to Jung's effort 
unless we "make an earnest effort to understand Myster
ium." Edinger's book made that possible for me. 

The book is user friendly. oo 

Project Earth 
CD, 1995 Private Release (No address or phone) 

Erik Berglund and Christoph Hausmann 

The collaborating artists who produced Project Earth 
practice what they preach. They have reformed, or perhaps 
one should say transformed a former Nazi Headquarters in 
Germany at Oberembt into a healing center and musical 
studio. 

Just as the summer of the recording was the first time 
the birds returned to the former Nazi headquarters, so has 
the time for the lament and pain of the Earth come to be 
transformed and allow the return of the vibration of light 
and peace, say the artists. The resulting CD is a soothing 
mixture of harp and synthesizer keyboards. In the New Age 
category, it stands out as romantic and gentle. oo 

Erik Berglund normally records with Hellos Music 
P.O. Box 374 Mt. Shasta CA 96067 
Phone 800 900-5997 Fax 916 926-1100 

The Goddess Speaks 
A trilogy of cards, written meditations and a 1996 datebook 

byDeePoth 
Published by Sybil Publications 

500 S.E. Powell Blvd. Portland, OR, 97202 
Fax (503) 231-7402 Tel (503) 231-8566 

Miriam Selby, Publisher 

Don't miss it! This trilogy is beautifully produced, 
informative, inspiring and just what this reader has always 
wanted in the form of education on the many archetypes 
and shapes of Feminine Deity. From the author: "A focus on 
spirituality and the Goddess image has [re)emerged as an 
answer both to feminine spiritual hunger and women's 
need for spiritual validation." 

Twenty five goddesses all in one place, all dating from 
the most ancient archives (30,000 B.C. E. to 3,500 B.C. E.) 
from all over the globe, are reproduced in three friendly 
formats: 25 cards, with a short meditation to be used in 
divination or as mnemonics in a cyclical morning medi
tation; a text book (110 pages); and then throughout the 
pages of a spiral bound 1996 datebook. The latter has added 
to its pages not just the teachings about the individual 
goddesses, but also all the holy and sacred feast days as 
they were observed in pre-patriarchal times. 

My only regret: 28 goddesses in the set would have 
allowed for a different meditation each day of a full lunar 
cycle. oo 

Datebook: $14.95 Text and Cards: $29.95 
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NEW PAPERBACKS 
Winner of the PEN Oakland Josephine Miles Award 
and named by the Bloomsbury Review as one 
of the top fifteen novels of the past fifteen years 

THE SHARPEST SIGHT 
A Novel 
By Louis Owens 
Volume 1 in the American Indian 
Literature and Critical Studies Series 
"An artfully interfolded story of how knowledge is 
reached, constructed, approximated, or just plain faked. 
... [An] extraordinary novel."-James R. Kincaid, 
New York Times Book Review. 

$11.95 

MYTHS AND TALES OF 
THE SOUTHEASTERN 
INDIANS 
By John R. Swanton 
Introduction by 
George E. Lankford 
Considered a classic of American 
Indian folklore, this book preserves 
more than 300 myths and legends 
of the Creek, Wichita, Alabama, 
Koasati, and Natchez Indians living in 
Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. 

$12.95 

FACES IN THE MOON. 
A Novel 
By Betty Louise Bell 
Volume 9 in the American Indian 
Literature and Critical Studies Series 
"Bell, herself a Cherokee, deeply understands the cul
ture she writes about and conveys that understanding 
unobtrusively, yet with great emotional power."
Publishers Weekly. 

$10.95 

THE GIFT OF 
THE SACRED PIPE 
Edited and Illustrated 
by Vera Louise Drysdale 
Based on Black Elk's Account of the 
Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux 
As Originally Recorded and Edited by 
Joseph Epes Brown 
Foreword by Arthur Amiotte 
"Your paintings are a delight to the eyes and heart, 

and your profound respect for the holiness of 
the White Buffalo Calf Woman, and for 

the Sacred Pipe she brought, clearly 
shines forth from those paintings."

Father Peter J, Powell, author of 
Sweet Medicine and People of the 
Sacred Mountain. 

$29.95 

THE MYTHOLOGY 
OF THE WICHITA 

By George A. Dorsey 
Foreword by Elizabeth A. H. John 

A rich collection of American Indian folk-
lore, these sixty tales from the Wichitas living in 

Oklahoma include tales of the First Creation, the Great
South-Star (Protector of Warriors), the Turtle's War 
Party, and Deluge and the Repeopling of the Earth, and 
numerous Coyote-trickster stories. 

$13.95 
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of Oklahoma 

Press 
Dept. MANS 
1005 Asp Ave. 
Norman, OK 73019 
(Telephone: 1-800-627-7377 
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The I Ching &Dreams: 
Using 'Synchronicity Systems' 

to Illuminate the Meaning 
of Our Dreams 

by Stuart A Oring 

The Jungian-Senoi dreamwork 
procedures include such well known 
approaches as Question Techniques, 
Dialoguing Procedures and various 
methods that involve the symbols 
present in a dream. However, there is 
a little known approach to dream
working that is capable of giving us 
insights into our dreams that cannot 
be revealed in any other way. 

While to me the Jungian-Senoi 
approach is one of the most productive, 
it is not the only effective way to 
understand our dreams. As long ago 
as 479 B.C., the ancient Chinese used 
the I Ching in order to help understand 
their dreams. More recently, Carl J ung 
used the I Ching with his patients to 
help provide dream therapy. 

Nearly 25 years ago, I began to 
use the I Ching as a tool to help in 
dream analysis. At the time, I was 
searching for ways to use the I Ching 
in photography. I was particularly 
interested in learning whether or not 
it could provide me with insights 
concerning a visual image. I was aware 
that Jung had used the I Ching in 
dream therapy ... and I knew that 
there were important similarities 
between dreams and visual images 
because they both use symbols to 
express feelings and ideas. 

The procedure that I follow is to 
concentrate on the most important 
visual aspect of my dream as a way to 
keep my mind focused on the dream. 
At the same time, I ask the question: 
What is the meaning of the dream that 
I had last night? Then, I look up the 
response of the I Ching and relate it to 
my dream. The Wilhelm / Baynes 
version of the I Ching, published by 
Princeton University Press, is the one 
that I prefer- because it seems to be 
the most suitable to visual images in 
its response. In addition to the text, 
insights may come from the Judgment, 
the Image, or the meaning of the 

trigrams that make up the hexagram. 
Other synchronicity systems, such as 
tarot cards or runes can also be used. If 
you are an intuitive person, you should 
be able to use these systems effectively 
after you have some practice using 
them. 

I do not believe that the I Ching 
and other synchronicity systems 
should be used alone but combined in 
a comprehensive approach that 
includes the use of other dream 
analysis processes. If you do not use a 
comprehensive approach, there will 
always be some doubt as to whether 
or not you are on the right track. But if 
you do, it will help to insure the 
accuracy and completeness of your 
analysis. 

Each procedure that is used when 
analyzing a dream will either provide 
new information or confirm inform
ation that we already have. 

• If one or more synchronicity 
systems confirm our analysis, then our 
analysis is probably accurate. 

• If more than one procedure or 
synchronicity system provides the 
same or similar information when we 
work on a dream, then the information 
is probably accurate. 

• If two or more synchronicity 
systems provide identical or similar 
information when we work on a 
dream, then our interpretation ofthose 
synchronicity systems are probably 
accurate. 

• If a synchronicity system does 
not agree with our analysis, then the 
analysis may be inaccurate, or, we 
may have misinterpreted what the 
synchronicity system signifies. In that 
case, re-check and re-do the analysis. 
Re-check the use and interpretation of 
the synchronicity system(s) used. Or, 
we can use another synchronicity 
system and ask the same question that 
we asked before and compare the 
results. 

• Our selection of a particular 
synchronicity system and a particular 
method of using it must always be 
appropriate to the kind of information 
that we are seeking. 

• When using synchronicity 
systems, they must be used properly. 
Whatever symbols we receive in 
response to our inquiry must be 
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interpreted correctly. 
To gain a more complete 

understanding of our dream, we can 
use more than one method of analysis. 
One method may shed light on one 
aspect of the dream while another may 
provide us with still other insights. 

I would like to offer some rather 
startling examples of consulting the I 
Ching, from my own dream exper
iences: 

In the summer of 1985, while 
concerned about my daughter's 
behavior and how to handle it, I had a 
dream about her ... trying to chloroform 
me. I consulted the I Ching about the 
meaning of this dream and it most 
appropriately suggested "that ex
cessive behavior should not be 
rewarded." 

I had a dream about a dog's head, 
severed laterally and sewn back on. The I 
Ching suggested that the dream might 
mean that I should mediate or 
moderate the situation which I was 
undergoing at home. Before consulting 
the I Ching, I had no idea what the 
dream might have meant. 

On February 24th, 1993, I dreamt 
that I was searching for a combination 
lock. The I Ching yielded Hexagram 
#54 (Marriage). The interpretation 
suggested the need to search for some 
combination for locking - or un
locking- the bond of marriage. (Is it 
possible that the I Ching was sug
gesting the need for more harmony in 
my marriage?) 

Other questions that could yield 
valuable information about a dream 
is: What should I know about the 
meaning of my dream? What in the 
mental atmosphere surrounding me 
caused me to have this dream? 

Other synchronicity systems 
could be consulted to provide add
itional insights into the meaning of a 
dream. And the Cast Hexagram can 
be subjected to additional advanced 
reading procedures that have been 
described in various books about the 
I Ching. oo 

Mr. Oring is the author of Understanding 
Pictures: Theories. Exercises and 
Procedures. To respond to this article or for 
information about the book, please write him 
@ Isis Visual Communications, 
2570 Redbud Lane, Owings, MD 20736 



The I Ching: The Book of 
Changes and How to Use It 

by Wu Wei (which means "No Thing") 
Power Press, 1995, 225 pages 

PO. Box 66401, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

This small, large-type book is a 
simplification of Richard Wilhelm's 
original translation of the Chinese book 
of Wisdom. Decked in the same cor
porate colors of gray and yellow, Wu 
Wei's version is attractive and easy to 
"get into", unlike Wilhelm's opus, which 
is a bit formidable to take on. The au thor 
makes a very convincing argument that 
using coins to receive a message is much 
less likely to succeed than using the 
yarrow stalks. In fact Wu Wei never 
does fully explain how to use the coin 
method. It convinced me to try the 
longer, more systematic yarrow stalk 
method on a question which I had also 
used the coin method on. I was im
pressed, and converted. Though more 
timecon-suming,andmorecomplicated, 
the stalk method offers more of an 
opportunity for the unconscious to work 
it's way through the message. One is 
handling 49 stalks and cannot in
fluence the outcome with willpower. 
Wu Wei says that though the coin 
method is quick and easy, it is also 
unreliable and inaccurate. 

With respect to the messages 
received in divination, I found that 
though Wu Wei's commentary on the 
trigrams were brief and easy to read, 
they lacked the depth and meta
phorical imagery of the Wilhelm 
translation. Where Wu Wei focuses on 
"doing", Wilhelm's translation sug
gests "being". Consider for instance the 
difference between "Innocent Action" 
and "Inno-cence" as an answer to a 
question about one's motivations for 
continuing a relationship which is 
fraught with morality issues. One 
suggests to act from one's innocence if 
you can access it, suggesting possible 
malintentions; the latter suggests a 
ground of being "coming from inno
cence" with no blame. Some of the 
messages almost contradict the original, 
for instance: "Unexpected loss, others 
around me will suffer, in the end it's 
for my benefit" as compared to "No 
blame when someone else takes from 
us, we will be restored". 

Still, I recommend Wu Wei's I Ching 
for those just learning the method, and I 
doubt if any seasoned veteran would 
find it a suitable replacement for the 
original translation. co 

Whi~s & Murm!J!§.. 
cont'd from page 24 

the dream will threaten the 
established o'rder, as that order 
becomes ever more rigid and 
confined. As more and more of the 
population becomes medicated as a 
means of coping with the increasing 
density of events and their demands 
on our time and attention, the dream 
will begin to fade ~way as is the fate 
of dreams under most medications. 

Power will attempt to appro
priate the dream. Already this 
appropriation is happening in 
language where "dream" is now the 
buzzword in advertisement. Listen 
to this add for Compuserve: "What 
do you dream of doing? Does it 
involve work? Or travel? Or your 
children? Is your dream to create 
something? Or go somewhere? Or 
meet someone? Is it a big over
whelming dream? Or just a tiny 
dream the size of your baby? Is 
understanding a part of your dream? 
Is joy? Is fun? No matter what you 
dream of, go' online with Compu
serve. Maybe if you had ten free 
hours on our online service, you 
could get that fat, lazy dream off the 
ground." Watch for how dream 
increasingly is used in relation to 
money, possession, and power. 

VIII. 
Embracing the Future 

Dreams are not "about" the 
past at all; instead they are the 
psyche's way of preparing the 
future. Not preparing for the future, 
but preparing the future. So a dream 
does not "predict" the future so 
much as it is a thread from which the 
future is woven. It is not that there is 
a future fixed and immutable that 
incarnates itself inevitably, nor some 
pre-design that is rolling out like 
clockworks; rather, the future is 
prepared mt~ch as a cooking, a 
weaving, and these things we call 
dreams are as if tasting a dish in 
preparation, a weaving in the 
making. Are these the futures we 
want? Are we free to choose? What 
part can we play consciously? 

Russell A. Lockhart, Ph .D., Lake Stevens Professional Center, ite 106, 
Lake Stevens, WA 98258. Email: ral@halClJOn.com 

What is privileged, then, in my 
view, is the dream. We mortgage 
our future when we mobilize our 
energies only to re-birthing the past. 
We are coming to a time of the 
bankruptcy of these methodologies 
-the old psychologies of the dream. 
The past is known (or we like to 
think so) and is therefore secure and 
provides us with limits within which 
to operate. The future is insecure 
(and cannot be predicted) and so we 
try to reduce it inevitably to the 
knownness of the past. We see the 
future only as an extension of the 
past and therefore we are secure in 
the legitimacy of privileging the past 
as the source of our facing the future. 

But what if this is not so? Let us 
imagine that different futures are 
possible from the same past and that 
it takes only a minor variation to 
lead to a profound bifurcation with 
the past.... and that the source of that 
"minor variation" is pictured to us in 
those experiences we call dreams, 
particularly big dreams. So it would 
be what we "construct" with the 
guidance of the big dream, how we 
enact the big dream that will yield a 
rich new way of leading us into the 
future. 

That is why I so value what we 
have begun here in Dream Network. 
The raw dream, dream brut, is the 
most powerful antidote I can 
imagine to the not so subtle and 
escalating fascism throughout the 
world, that seeks increasingly to 
control our thought and soul. We 
must take solace and inspiration 
from the simple fact that no one will 
pay money for a dream. Dreams are 
freely given to us and must be freely 
given in return. 

The community that learns to 
operate on the basis of the circu
lating gift of dreams will be the 
community immune to the 
commodification of desire that so 
threatens the true potential of the 
human spirit. 

I'd like to know what these 
dreams and thoughts have stirred in 
you, so by all means, whether in 
shouts or whispers, let me know. co 
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this incorruptible core of our heingthat is 
sensitive to the needs of repairing and 
maintaining connections. Fifth, each is an 
experience of opening. Sixth, the spon
taneous EHE comes during a state of 
heightened physiological and spiritual 
feeling, responding with one's whole self 
as one. Dreams occur during states of 
physiological arousal, psychological 
vigilance and, at times, have deeply 
spiritual overtones. Seventh, it's not a 
one-time experience, but occurs within 
an ongoing process and/or initiates a 
process.Again, that' sexactlywhatdreams 
do. Dreams don't magically solve our 
problems, but if we allow ourselves to be 
confronted by them, the process goes on, 
and the next time we meet that problem 
with the boss, withauthority,orwhatever 
it is, we'reinabetterposition, by virtue of 
the work done with dreams, to deal with 
that problem. Eighth, EHE's are po
tentially life-savingandsignificant.l have 
had experiences with dreams and dream 
work that have turned people around in 
a life-saving way. Ninth, the dreamer's 
allegiancetothetruthofhimselforherself 
has both scientific and spiritual im
plications. As I have said, dreams and 
dream sharing generate a sense of 
communion and bring us a bit closer to an 
idea that's been around a long time, the 
ideal of the brotherhood of man. Tenth, 
theimportanceoflivingthestoryo.utand 
telling it. Well, as far as dreams are 
concerned, this is essential, inmyopinion, 
for the transformation of the healing 
potential ofthe dream, which occurred at 
night, into the actual waking social 
experience,throughthesupportofothers. 

In conclusion, breaking the dream 
down as I have into the ordinary and the 
extraordinary and thequalityofbeingan 
exceptional human experience results in 
distinctions that are implicit in the 
Western worldview. They are not dis
tinctions made in so-called primitive 
cultures whose concerns encompass 
interest in the dream and include both the 
sacred and the profane. If we allowed 
them to do so, our dreams could help us 
sort out truth from falsehood at both a 
social and a personal level As Bertrand 
Russell once noted, " therationalconnects 
us, the irrational separates us," anditisin 
that sense that dreaming and dream 
sharing bring about rationality and 
connectednessintoahighlyirrationaland 
disconnected world. co 

Dr. Montague Ullman is a psychiatrist and a 

psychoanalyst interna.tionally renowned for his work with 

dreams. In 1962 he founded the Dream Laboratory at the 

Mnimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York. In the 

mid 1970s, he resigned as Director of Psychiatry, Director 

of the Community Mental Health Center, and Director of 

the Division of ltlrapsychology and Psychophysics at 

Mnimonides Medical Center to devote himself to dream 

research and group-approaches to dreamwork. He is a past 

President of the American Society for Psychical Research, 

the lllrapsychological Association, and the Society of 

Medical Psychoanalysts. Dr. Ullman is the author of 

numerous papers on theoretical and clinical studies of 

dreams and dreaming. He is the author and co-author of 

several books, including Dream Telqmthif (Mcfarland, 

1989), Working With Dreams a.P. Tarcher, Inc. 1979), co

editor of The Yliriet;v Q/ Dream Experience (Continuum 

Press, 1987), and co-editor of The ffimdboo/c Qj States Q/ 

Consciousness (Yiin Nostrand Reinhold, 1986 ). 

This transcriptfirstappearedin The American Society 

for Psychical Research Newsletter, VXVlll, No. 4 and is 

based on a lecture presented !Jy Dr. Ullman at the ASPR 

"Exceptional Human Experiences" conference. It is 

reprinted with permission. 

Empower Yourself! 
The Guru is Within 

Dream Education & 
Information Line 

• Intentional Dream Recall 
• Recurring dreams? 

Why the re-run? 
• Why nightmares are to be 
valued, not feared. 
• The various types of dreams/ 
the variety of purposes they serve. 
• Learn a technique called 
tfrt!llaz i.ocu!MlioD. 

.... and more .... 

You 1ft advised as to the length of time (in 
minures) of lisening to any of 9 Oplions. 

Phone 1-900-988-2122 
Extension 6354 

$2.99 per minute/Must be 18yrs.+ 

/ .. 

~%@,~\'' 
/,0 ~·>'·'' 
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Co~ISCIOUSlY 
Alter Your Physical Reality 
This is about Adventure and creating Personal Power 
If you don ' t like your reality change it! It's much easier than you 
think if you know how to do it. We use only a small portion of our 
Dreamtime potential. Yet you can literally create your own 
reality while you sleep by '·Working the Dreamtime". After 13 
years The Gathering Force has developed some very effective 
and refreshingly simple techniques and tools that work! And they 
have no limitations' Start '·Working Your Dreamtime"' l 

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO 

THE MAGICAL GIFT 
401 N. Main St, Suite 101, Dept DDN 

Fort Bragg, CA 95437 
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*Regional Networkers/Dream Contact Persons * 
We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the 

willingness of these Contact persons / Networkers. All are committed to the value of dreams; each has their own area of 
interest and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available 
to answer questions from any caller, regardless of location. 

Some Networkers have special conditions, such as times they are available for phone conversations. Please respect each 
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that 
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return. Toward 

a functional culture. 

.AERKA 
Charles de Beer PO Box 598 
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa 
Dream "Readings" via written 
correspondence to above 
address. Worldwide 

ALASKA 
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324 
Jungian, Dream Groups, Info 
Skagway, State of Alaska 
Tima Priess 907/479.6553 
Animals/Planetary Healing 
Alaska 
Billie Jo Secrist 907/789.2669 
General Resources & Info 
Juneau 

CALIFORNIA 

Linda Atnip 2131660.4580 
Dream Creations, Theatre 
Southern CA 
Marcia Lauck 408/264.4970 
Dreams & Consciousness 
SF Bay Area/USA 
Fred Olsen 415/33-DREAM 
Dream ReEntry/Healing 
Northern CA 
Ruth Sacksteder 510/549.2162 
Lucid Dreaming 
7- 9 p.m. Pacific Time 
Greater SF Bay Area 

CANADA 

Jan Janzen 
Box 437, Tofino, B.C. VOR 2ZO 
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan 
Written communication only 
Canada/ International 
Suzanne Nadon 519/371.6060 
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung 
Ontario/Native Community 

FLORIDA 

Will Phillips 407/296.5771 
General Resources, Groups 
Florida/U.S.A 

GEORGIA 

Walt Stover 404/565.6215 
General Resources, Pre-Cog 
SouthEastern States 

GERMANY 

Michael Schredl (06 21) 1703-0 

General info/resources, groups 

Preferred language, German 

6pm · 7pm Mon-Fri 

Germany, Austria & Switzerland 

HAWAII 
Frances Ring 808/637.9241 
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups 
Hawaiian Islands 

ILLINOIS 
Gail Arrenholz-Roberts 
314/947-0903 
Dream Groups, Creativity 
Saint Charles Area, IL 
Geoff Akin 
& Dennis i<edzorski 
708/949-9315 
Dream Groups/Eclectic 
State of Illinois 

INDIANA 

Phil Schuman 219/422.5133 
General resources, researcher 
State of Indiana 

KANSAS 
Steve Carter 316/263.8896 
General Resources & Groups 
M/Th/Fr eves; Sat. p.m. 
Kansas /No. Oklahoma 

MARYLAND 

Cherie Healey 410/750-1211 
Dream Groups, General Info 
State of Maryland 

MA$SACHUSETIS 

Edith Gilmore 508/371.1619 
Lucid, General, Groups 
Early evenings 
Boston/MetroWest MA 
Dick McLeester 4131772.6569 
General Resources 
Greater New England/W.MA 
Karen Surman Paley 508/887.5090 
Survivors of sexual abuse/ 
Multiple Personality Disorder 
8- 9p.m. EST 
U.S.A. 
Father Joseph Sedley 508/8428821 
Pastoral.dreamwork/ 12 Step/ 
Spiritual & Emotional Growth 
9a.m.-5 p.m. 
State of Massachusetts 
MICHIGAN 
Judy White-O'Brien 616/353.7607 
Wholistic Therapies & Dream Groups 
Michigan 

MINNESTOA 
]aye C. Beldo 612/827.6835 
Dream Democracy/ Integrative 
Dream Narration·· Evenings 
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Upper Midwest 
Mary Flaten 507/663.1269 
General Resources & Groups 
State of Minnesota 

MISSOURI 
Dean McClanahan 417/491.4508 
General, Jung, UFO 
Springfield/State of Missouri 
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909 
General resources, Creative! 
St. Louis & State of MO 
MONTANA 
Anita Doyle/ 406/542.1475 
Workshops/ ongoing groups 
Montana 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Charlotte Bell 603/529.7779 
Gen. Preparation for Death 
5 - 11 p.m. New Hampshire 

NEW JERSEY 
Valerie Melusky 609/921.3572 
General Info & Groups 
PA/NY/NJ 

NEW YORK 
jennifer Borchers 212/683.5677 
Recovery from childhood abuse, 
healing male / female relations 
Evenings & weekends 
NY /NJ/CN, esp. Five Boroughs 
Catherine Knapp 315/662.3172 
Dream Body, Mind & Creative 
Processes / Central NY 
Harold Ellis 516/796.9455 
Gen .Resources, Dream drama 
NY/NJ 
Leon VanLeeuwen 212/888.0552 
General Resources, groups 
NY, NY 

NORTH CAROLINA 

AI Phillips 704/553.9508 
General Info & Resources 
NO & SO Carolina 

QWQ 

Noreen Wessling 513/831.7045 
General Info & Groups 
Ohio 
Margaret Hooton 614/885.0823 
General Resources & Groups 
Ohio State 
Micki Seltzer 614/267.1341 
General Resources & Groups 
Evenings 
Ohio State 

OREGON 
Ingrid M. Luke 5031867.6899 
General Info & Resources Pacific 
Northwest/OREGON 
Patricia Keelin 5031241.0477 
Lucid/DreamLight 
Pacific Northwest / Portland 
E. W. Kellogg III 503/535-7187 
Lucid dreaming, Paranormal 
Exploration/ Phenomenology I 
Interdimensional 
E-mail: Lucid1@msn.com 
State of Oregon 
Graywolf Swinney 503/476.0492 
Dreams & Consciousness 
Internationai/NW States 

PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO 
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614/264.4444 
Experiential Dream Groups & 
Parapsychical dreams 
7p.m. · 9 p.m. 
Central PA /N.E. Ohio 

~ 
John Ashbaugh 806/655.9738 
General Info & Resources 
Texas 

liTAH 
Ruth Hoppe 801/583.1405 
General Resources & Groups 
Early evenings 
No. UT/WY/ID 
Roberta Ossana 801/461.9003 
General Resources & Groups 
Four Corner 

WASHINGTON 

Bob Coalson 206/582.1467 
Nightmares, Senoi, Sandplay 
Pacific Northwest 
Judith Picone 206/745.3545 
General Resources & Groups 
N.W ID/MN/WA 
Lee Piper 206/659.0459 
General Resources /Native 
Pacific NW /ID/MN 
David Sparenberg 206/323.2115 
Shamanic, General Info 
Pacific NW / BC Canada/ID 

WASHINGTON D.C. 
Rita Dwyer 703/281.3639 
General Resources, Groups 
Metropolitan D.C. area 



$5.95 each; Quantities limited. 
Allow 6 - 8 weeks for delivery or 

send $1 per issue for first class postage. 
(All Volumes not listed in sequential order are 

Sold Out. Write for reprinfinformation.) 

Vol.6 No.3 - The Spirit of the Dream > The Sacred 
Dream Place > Latin American Liberation Dreams 

Vol.7 No.1 - Dreams as Initiations > Dream Writing 
> Shared Dreaming> Safe Sex & the Erotic Dream 

Vol.9 No.1 - Making Dreams Real > Shapes of the 
Future > Three Perspectives on Dream Groups 

Vol. 9 No. 4 - Dreams as Gateways to the Other Side: 
Exploring dreams in which those who have died appear 
> Interview with Arnold Mindell > Turning Crisis into 
Opportunity > It's Never Too Late! 

Vol. 10 No.1 - Healing the Child Within > Nightmare 
Help for Children > Doing Dreamwork with Children > 
Bringing Dreams Back to Christianity > A Family Honors 
Dreams > The Resurrection and the Life 

Vol. 11 No. 2 - Men's Dreams: Knights Without 
Armor > Defining the "Real Man" > The Mythic World 
of the Shaman > Beyond the Vision Quest 

Vol. 11 No. 3 - Relationships: Mature Relationships: 
Symbolic, Cognitive & Cultural Reflections on a Dream > 
Heads & Tails > Dream Helper Ceremony > Dream 
Symbols & Stimulating Associations 

Vol. 11 No.4 -Androgyny: The Union of Opposites 
The Wisdom-Jewel Dream> Warrior> Star Wars > Crop 
Circle Mysteries 

Vol. 12 No. 2 - Creatures: Birds, Insects, Fish in 
Dreams > Heron Sunrise > The Adventure of Starting 
Your Own Dream Group > My Lord Who Hums 

Vol. 12 No. 3 - Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams > 
Invitation: A Dream Tree Odyssey > The Dream Poet & 
Creative Writing > The Thing with Leaves > You Meet 
the Nicest People in Your Dreams 

Vol. 12 No. 4 - Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams > 
Interviews with Russell Lockhart & Brant Secunda > 
Jeweled Medicine Wheel > Probing the Depths 

Vol. 13 No. 1 - Cross Cultural Perspectives > Senoi 
Dream Theories > Guide to ·children's Dreams >Chaos! 

Vol. 13 No. 2 - More Cross Cultural Perspectives 
> Australian Aboriginal Drearntirne > Learning Herbal 

Healing in Dreams/ Kwa-Zulu Inyanga >More Chaos! 
Vol. 13 No.3 -Native American Views> I Send a Cry 

> Corning Full Circle > Four Lions, the Healer 
Vol. 13 No. 4 - Dumuzi's Dream > The Phenomenon of 

Extraterrestrial Dreams > Sharing Children's Dreams > 
Dreams & Bodies > Moon Caller > Dream Sisters 

Vol. 14 Nos. 1&2 - Dreaming Humanity's Path 
Dreams about Protecting the Children > Dream 

Cyclops: Exploring the Archetypes in Children's Dreams 
>Warning Dreams >Apocalypse as a Rite of Passage 

Vol. 14 No. 3 - Dreaming Humanity's Path : Visions of 
Guidance > Signs & Wonders in the Sky > Walking with 
my Shadow > Psychic Dream? Be Careful Who You Tell! 

We encourage readers to submit articles focused on 
dreams and mythology- preferably with complementary 
graphics or photos - which will be empowering for our 

readers. We accept articles ranging from experiential to 
scholarly accounts and ask you to share techniques and 
insights from experiences with effective, creative dream 

work in our Dream Education/ 
Art of Dreamsharing Section. 

We invite your Questions and accounts of personal 
experience involving dreams, from workable methods, 
transforrnative experience ... to informal sharing, syn
chronicity, or insight gained in groups and therapy. 
Your Questions, Explorations and Opinions are wel-

come for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column 
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or 

needing new members, dream related research requests 
and to notify us of quality dream related events, services 
or books which would be of interest to the readership ... 

for our Classified section. 
Related sidebars and quotes are always needed. 

Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential, 
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer both hard copy and 

computer disk submissions.) Reproducible black and 
white original art work & photos are welcome; photocop
ies are acceptable. Please include SASE with submission 

and/ or request for guidelines. 
Dream Network Journal reserves the right 

to edit all material submitted for publication. 
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: With a Unique & Growing 
Dream Community 
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• • Slllllh>smlh>re Nowi • • 
1-800-861-3732 Subs only, please! 

or on the Web: http://waking.com/waking!dream/ 
VISA/MC / AmEx Accepted 

- Subscription & Gift Rates -

$22 for new Subscribers or for a Gift 
$18 for each additional Year or Gift 

Canada/ Mexico, Add $8/Foreign, Add $16 
for First Class Postage. (U.S. Funds, please.) 

NAME. __________________________ __ 

ADDRESS ________________________ __ 

CITY/ST/ZW ______________________ _ 

I (Please use additional sheet for multiple &t Gift subscriptions). 
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NetWorks • ~ • Dream Groups 

New Group Forming 
for Experienced Dream Workers 

Psychotherapists, Junglans, Etc. 
Self led. No fee. Berkeley, CA 

Contact Mary Hugh Embry 510.548-0915 

Heartsprlngs Dream Group 
Sundays, 4pm. No fee. 

Ph : 615.792.1272, Nashville, TN 
In this group, the dreamer and other 

group members work together in a way 
that promotes self-discovery via 

understanding the special language 
and imagery of their dreams. 

Manhattan & Westchester. Call 
914.674.1213 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D. 

Exploring inner worlds through lucid 
dreaming? Weekly study group. No 

fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st 
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 

2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743 

DREAM SCOUTS 
Exploring the way of the dream for 
psychospiritual & developmental 

growth {Jungian emphasis). 
South Puget Sound Area, WA 

Contact Bob Coalson, MSW, 
206.582.1467 

New discussion group starting for 
committed lucid dreamers to share 

experience. No fee. Philadelphia PA 
Ph: 215.879.6040 

Dream workshop of the Theosophical 
Society in Miami & So. Florida. 

To encourage the study & interpre
tation of dreams for psychological & 

esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators: 
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets 
Wed./12 Noon@ Theosophical 
Society, 831 S. Federal Hlway, 

Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 
Ph : 305.420.0908 

New dream group in New York, NY! 
No fee. Contact Jennifer Borchers 

at 212.683.5667 

Dreamsharlng on Internet! 
From international dreamsharing to 

scientific articles to support and 
discussion groups, if it is about 

dreams, it's on-line. For info, send 
email address to RCWilk@aol.com 

"Working With Dreams" 
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study 

Tuesdays 7:30- 9:30 Contact David 
Pitkin Ph: 518.885.5125 

Ballston Spa, NY 

Ongoing Dream Group 
Meeting with Network of people in the 

State of Alaska. 
Contact Susan Fredricks 

Ph: 907.983.2324 

STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID 
KEPLER MAY. Drawing from dream 

interpretation & other systems. Wed. & 
Thurs.: 7:30-9pm. Berkeley, CA. 

Ph :51 0.526.2900 
CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.S.W. 

Dream Group, Thursday evenings. 
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. 

Ph: 707.526.2500 

Bay Area LUCID Dream Group 
For committed lucid dreamers of all 

levels of accomplishment and experi
ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday 

P.M. No fee. Berkeley, CA location. 
Contact Ruth Sacksteder 

Ph :510.549.2162 

Pacific Northwest Center for Dream 
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian 

oriented, ongoing dreamgroups, 
individual dreamwork, seminars & 

training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel 
@ 206.447.1895. Seattle, WA 

Maplestone Dream Group 
Meets every Monday night. No fee. 

Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060 
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada 

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets 
every Wed. 7:30pm in No. Toronto 

Canada No charge to attend 
Ph: 416.251.5164 

Wichita, KS Dream Group 
Contact: STEVE CARTER 
550 West Central #1404 

Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays 
No fee. Phone: 316.263.8896 

I have created a model for dreamwork 
supporting 12-step programs. If 

interested in hosting a meeting in your 
area. Contact WAYNE McEWING 

2 Melrose St. 4th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02116 Ph : 617.482.2051 
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Lucid Dream Group focusing on mutual 
support, inspiration, experimentation 

and exploration. Meets every 3rd Thurs. 
7-9pm. Portland, OR. No fee 

Contact Keelin @503.241.0477 

NEW ENGLAND CONTACT 
Greater Boston I Cambridge area. 

Write or Phone Dick McLeester 
@ New Dreamtime, · 

PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302 
Ph: 413.772.6569 

EDITH GILMORE 
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation 

group meets monthly in my home. 
No fee. 112 Minot Rd., 
Concord, MA 01742 

Ph: 508.371.1619 

Creativity Dream Workshop 
Contact SHERRY HEALY 

8101 Main Street, 
Ellicott City, MD 21 043 No Fee 

Ph: 410.750.1211 or 800.235.8097 

Dream sharing Grassroots Network 
Excellent contact information for new 

explorers. Serving Metro 
NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas. 

For information write: PO Box 8032 
Hicksvi lie, NY 11802-8032 

or Ph. 516.796.9455 

MICHAEL KATZ 
Lucid Dreaming and beyond. 

Transpersonal approaches for creative 
dreams and waking. 

Individuals and groups. 
Manhatten, NY Ph: 212.260.8371 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop. 
Meets every Monday night from 

7-9pm. Please contact Leon B. Van 
Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY 

Pines Dream Sharers 
Enjoy the warmth and support of 

like-minded seekers. All welcome! 
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area 

Contact Noreen Wessling 
5429 Overlook Drive, Milford, OH 

45150 Ph: 513.831.7045 

Columbus, OH Dream Appreciation 
group. Peer-led. Meets Wednesdays 

midday, OSU campus area. 
Contact MARGARET HONTON 

Ph: 614.885.0823 



We share dreams, learn symbolism & 
interpretation and techniques for 

remembering . Theosophical Society, 
Deerfield Beach, FL. 305.420.0908 

Wed. 12 Noon/weekly (ongoing) 
Facilitators: Sy Ginsburg & others 

CREATIVE DREAM 
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS 

Utilizing Jungian, expressive and 
integrative dreamwork methods. 

Contact Marlene King, M.A.,2630 S.E. 
Schiller St., Portland, OR 97202 

Ph: 503.234.6885 

DR. ANN RICHARDS 
Weekly Dream Class in Portland 

& ongoing dream bulletin: 
"Dreams, Jung AND Art" 

SASE to to 1717 SW Park 
Portland, OR 97201 

Ph: 503.222.0533 

Dreamers Still Dreaming · 
Format: Open-ended concept 

presentation & interpretation. Bimonthly 
meeting near downtown Portland, OR. 

No fee, no leader. Contact: 
Kate Hammond, Ph: 503.241.0950 

DREAM STREAMS - Meets 1st Tues. 
of the month from 7 - 9p.m. 

@Discovery Bookshop, 
808 W. Second St., Lansdale, PA 

19446 Ph: 215.822.5951 
Contact: Linda Rosenthal 

Bucks/Montco area 

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY. 
Open To All who share an interest in 
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm 

Patrick Henry Library 101 Maple Ave. E 
Vienna, VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer Ph : 

703.281 .3639 No fee 

Explore Your Dreams 
Dream Group meets every other 
Tuesday 10am- Noon. No fee 

Contact Judith Picone, 
Edmonds, WA 206.745.3545 

Let's continue Dreaming Humanity's Paths and create, here .. .. 
" .. .. a cultural repository for big dreams. 

Something will come of this." Russell Lockhart, p. 23, this issue. 
Dreams which you've had which need to be shared 

with the larger human community. 
Submit to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532 

Dream Netu.Jork is OnLine 
Our URL is: http://waking.com/wakingldream/ 

Our World Wide Web Page has sample articles, information on back 
issue content, writer's guidelines, aavertising information and soon, 
our complete article index from 1982! From this site, you can down
load, subscribe, order back issues and The Art of Dreamsharing and 

Developing Dream Groups! From the ordering section, you can 
make comments, ask questions .... via email. Be in touch! 

ASCLEPIADS, A.H.O.A. 
The oldest dream counseling group in the world !" 

PO Box 95, Calumet City, IL 60409 
Ph : 708.862.1196 

ASSOCIATION for the STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membership information 

ASD PO Box 1600 VIenna, VA 22183 
Ph : 703.242.8888 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membership & Information: 

ORIENTE 172 No. 243 
COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F. 15500 MEXICO 

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION 
8703 1 09TH ST Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2L5 CANADA 

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE 
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 94309 

MONTREAL CENTER for the STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membership & Newsletter Info: 

PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC CANADA 

ONIROS 
French Association for the Study of Dreams 

Publishes a Quarterly Journal 
BP 30, 93451 lie St. Denis decex, FRANCE Phone: 48.20.21 .36 

ADVERTISING in the Dream NetwQ.Ik 
DISPLAY ADS: Contact Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801/259-5936 

CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services requesting fees: 
$15 per Issue, $50 per year (4 Issues); limited to 20 words. $.75 per word beyond 20 words. 

Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DN] does not endorse nor take responsibility 
for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein. 

We encourage reader feedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints. 
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Dream Sharing 
& 

Developing 
Dream Groups 
~ 
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A 44 page Booklet 
containing the best educational 

articles on these topics 
from Dream Network. 

$5 each(+ $1 P&H) 
to ON, POB 1026, Moab, UT 84532 

The Dreamwheel. 
In Concord, MA. 

Courses, workshops, Dream Council 
(monthly open circle), outreach , 

referrals, support for dream group start
up. Ramsey Raymond, MA. 

MHC, Director. (508) 369-2634 

FREE! Dreamlink on the Web 
Visit our web site Dreamlinkat 

http://www.lag.net/!hutchib/.dream/ 
to share your dreams and your 

dream translation expertise with 
others . Dreamlink is a computer
community-based exchange and 

forum for dreamers & researchers ; 
where you can touch and be 

touched by dreamers, worldwide 

Deborah Hillman, Ph.D. is a cultural 
anthropologist offering individual 

sessions for exploring the inner world 
through dreams and waking imagination. 

Located in New York City .. 
For information or appointment 

Call (718) 397-1530 

FREE DREAM INSIGHTS .... 
From dreamworker with 20+ years 

experience, in exchange for permission 

to use anonymously in newspaper 
column . Currently seeking dreams from 
women of all ages, per editor's request. 

Send a recent, one-page dream and 
your feelings just before awakening, 

along with your age, occupation, 
relationship status, SASE and any 

comments you feel relevant to: Will 
Phillips, 1269 Bunnell Road, Altamonte 

Springs, FL 32714-5434 

Dr. Ann Richards is researching for an 
article on DESIGNS and FORMATS of 
DREAM CLASSES. Teachers/Leaders 
of dream classes/groups, please send 

your experiences and suggestions 
about facilitating dream groups. 

You will be credited in follow up article 
to be provided to DREAM NETWORK. 

SASE to 1717 SW Park Ave. #815 
Portland, OR 97201 

Anthony Sykes would like to 
correspond with anyone who has had 

dreams, visions or psychic impressions 
about anything relating to HIV and 
AIDS. Information will be greatly 

appreciated . Send to: 156-20 Riverside 
Dr. W. #9C, New York, NY 10032 

Ph: 212.928.3343 

Carol Schreier Rupprecht seeks 
information and experiences 

involving dreaming and the legal 
system , for example dreams used in 
trials, for a project with an attorney, 

of dreams as proofs. 
Please write : 37397 Riverside Drive, 

Pleasant Hill , OR 97455 

Janine Blaeloch is seeking dreams by 
women about bears, as well as any 

ideas about what the dream(s) meant to 
you. Stories of encounters in the 

outdoors are also sought. Anonymity 
respected, if requested. Please write: 
PO Box 95545, Seattle, WA. 98145 

Anyone doing conscious explorations ot 
the dreamscape and/or hypnagogic 

states related to the Tibetan method of 
lucid dreaming, please respond. Can 

we exchange information, do some 
"mapping," trade techniques, etc.? 

Write to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Toflno, 
B.C., Canada VOR 2ZO 
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Marc Barasch, author of The Healing 
Path and co-author of Remarkable 
Recovery is researching a book on 
"Healing Dream." Individuals or 
clinicians who are willing to share 

dream experiences which seemingly 
catalyzed a healing (psychospiritual or 

even physiological) are invited to 
submit. Marc is also looking for dream 

experiences with demonstrably 
parapsychological content. My interest 

is in how 'numinous' dreams are 
integrated into ordinary waking life as 
spurs to change, growth and action. 

Write, email or Fax to: 
865 37th St., Boulder, CO 80303. 

email: marcbarl@aol.com 
Fax (303) 440-5054. 

Walt Stover is now writing a book to 
be published by A.R.E. press on 

precognitive dreams, dreams that 
have later become manifest. Subject 
matter of all types will be considered; 
dreams need not be of the "mountain 
top" variety. Indicate if you are willing 
to have your dreams published; your 

confidentiality will be honored. 
Please send your precognitive dreams 
(preferably typed) to 4124 Fawn Court, 

Marietta, GA 30068 
Ph: 404.565.6215 

Marlene King, M.A. is collecting 
dreams and visionary accounts from 

people who are diagnosed as 
terminally Ill, particularly from those 
In the latter stages of their Illness. 
Also seeking dreams of people who 

have recorded/told a dream just prior to 
their death, sudden or otherwise. 
Please include any additional info 

illuminating the dream context. Confi-
dentiality is assured. Please send to 

2630 SE Schiller St. 
Portland, OR 97202 

Barbara Shor is researching a book on 
angels and dreaming. She's looking 

for dreams or visions of any length 
about angels, or with mysterious 

presences that may have been angels. 
Please send dreams, as well as any 

unusual waking experiences related to 
the dreams. Anonymity is guaranteed. 

%: 400 Central Park West, 
NY, NY 10025. 



A JOURNAL OF LIGHT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY .... 

From the chaos of the 20th century, a planetary consciousness is emerging as we come closer 
to the year 2000. The challenge, for all persons who are concerned with their spiritual identity 
as participants in the vastness and inconceivable nature of Infinity, begins with the logic and reason 
attained from the experiential nature of one's own life expression. 

The Unarius Light Journal contains articles on the new science of consciousness and openly 
examines individual experiences of a paranormal nature. It is a valuable resource for professionals 
and students in science, medicine, psycholO!,'Y, and psychiatry, who are interested in the emerging 
age of spiritual transformation. 
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